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I. SUMMARY
£pringborn Laboratories, Inc. is engaged in a study of potentially useful
low cost encapsulation materials for the Plat-Plate Solar Array Program
(PEA) funded by the Department of Energy and administered by the Jet Propulsion
La_)ratory. Tile goal of the program is to identify, test, evaluate and recom-
mend encapsulation _terials and processes for tile fabrication of cost-effective
and long life solar modules.
Ti_e poutant holds a central role in encapsulation systems due to its position
in direct contact with the solar cell. It must have the properties of trans-
parency, low modulus, low melting point, low cost and must also be useable in
some type of high speed manufacturing process for the production of modules.
In addition, the pottant must provide reliable protection to the cells for a
service life of thirty years. Over the past few years Springborn Laboratories
has developed a pottant based on ethylene-vinyl acetate copolymer, now generally
known as "EVA". This material appears to offer the best combination of process-
ability , performance and low cost,and has received wide commercial acceptance.
Due to the strong interest in EVA, it was decided to publish the history of its
development, which is the subject of Section Ill of this report. The evolution
of EVA pottant is discussed in terms of its functional requirements, resin
selection, stabilization, compounding, manufacturing use and environmental aging
properties. This discussion will, hopefully, add to the understanding of this
successful new potting compound.
A program of accelerated aging is being conducted for the purpose of (a) genera-
ting eml)irical and pr_tctical data relating to longevity ,(b) rating and ranking of
the stability of candidate formulations, and (c) generating data that may be used
in I_thematical models for the prediction of service life.
Although a variety of a9ing methods are bei_._ used for this work, the use of
Outdoor Photo Ther_l Ag_.ng Reactt_rs (OPTAR) appears to be the most promising.
These devlces age poly_er_ in natural sunlight while aucelerating the degrada-
tion reactions with heat. They are on only during the sunlight hours and are
currently operated at 70 °, 90 ° and I05°C. The OPTAR technique appears to be
the most useful yet discovered for assessing the relative aging performance of
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encapsulation materials in reasonably sh_t periods of time. Some candl-
date pottants may be degrade_ _n as llttla as 2,000 hours (@ I05°C), and
advanced formulatlons have been discovered that extend this mean time to
failure. Comparative aging studies have su_:cessfully identified a new
oligomeric hindered amine light stabilizer (HALS) (Cyasorb UV-3346,
American Cyanamida) as having potential for further extending the service
F
life of present EVA compounds.
The OPTAR method was initially intended for use in the evaluation of whole
modules. Modules containing four portent formulations have been under
exposure for 5,000 hours and examination indicates that the most destruc-
tive effect at any temperature is the presence _" metallic copper. Apart
from this affect, no changes are observable in the modules exposed at 70°C.
At 90°C, the two E"4A formulations cured with L11persoi-101 peroxide show
signs of 4iscoloration and slight corrosion of the metallic components are
also apparent. All the modules are in generally good condition. At the
I05°C exposure the signs of degradation are more obvious. The presence of
copper has a violent degradation reaction, however it does not spread far
from the location of the metal. All the pottants tend to discolor at this
temperature. The effect is pronounced in the EVAs cured with Lupersol i01,
but slight in the pottants cured with Lupersol-TBEC. Other observable changes
are slight corrosion of the inn ,gnnects and breakage of the glass outer
covers due to thermal shock. The power generating ability of all the modules
seems to be unimpaired. These experiments definitely demonstrate the im-
provement in performance that occurs when all the encapsulation components
are combined to mutually protect each other. Finally, lifetime mo_elling ex-
periments performed with the OPTAR devices appear to be extremely encouraging.
Using unstabili=ed polypropylene as a model compound, a linear relationship
(Arrhenius) was found when the induction period, log ti, was plotted as a func-
tion of absolute temperature. If this relationship can be found for pottant
formulations, then reasonable predictions _ f real time service life may be-
come possible.
Sl*bstrates _re proportionally the highest costing construction element req,4ired
in the PV module. Of the 8]8 (1984 $) per square meter allocated for the encap-
sulation components, approximately 50% of the cost, ($9/m2), may be taken by
| _ . w|
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the load b_aring component. Wood products, such as hardboard, are poten-
tionally the lowest cost candidate substrates identlf_ed to date. The high
modulus (0.5 to 1.0 x 106 psi) and low cost (approximately $0.14/ft 2) satisfy
the cost and load deflection requirements. Th_ diffic%_Ity with the use of
these materials lies in the very high hygroscopic expansion coefficients.
The cost of a wood product based substrate must, therefore, include raw
material costs, plus the cost of additional processing to impart hygro-
scopic inertness. This protection is thought possible by a two step, or
"split" process, in which a flexible laminate containing the cell string is
prepared; first in a vacuum process and then adhesively attached with a back
cover film to the hardboard in a subsequent step. The addltional processing
cost is calculated to be $3.19 per sq,/are meter (1984 $). This additional cost
component may be acceptable if an expensive load bearing material, such as
glass, is replaced with a wood product. Overall module manufacturing costs
could possibly be reduced by several dollars per square meter in large volume
operations. The cost calculations and product flow charts for this process
are detailed An the appendix.
An experimental program is continuing to determine the usefulness of soil re-
sistant coatings. These coatings are intended to be surface treatments ap-
plied to the sunlight side of solar modules and function to prevent the per-
sistent adhesion of soil to the surface, aid in its removal, and consequently
keep the power output high. These treatments have been applied to "Sunadex"
glsss, "Tedlar" polyvinyl fluoride film and "Acrylar" oriented acrylic film.
The treatments are based on fluorosilane chemistries. After thlrty-eight
months of outdoor exposure, a fluoro treatment designated E-3820, was found
to b_ the best coating fv _ all three outer surfaces and result in signifi-
cantly better soil resistance than the controls. This material still ap|mars
to be active after three years, whereas the other candidates have all lost
their effectiveness. Based on standard solar cell measurements, the improve-
ment in power (.utput using this treatment is estimated to be about 1% for
[:unadex gl_ss, 3.8% for Tedlar and 3.9% for Acrylar. These treatments may
!;revide a passive and cost effective way to maintain high power for PV arrays
itl the field.
00000001-TSA09
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xl. XNT_ODUCTXO_
Photovoltalc modules consist of a string of electrically interconnected
silicon solar cells capable of producing practical quantities of electrical
power when exposed to surlight0
To insure high reliability and long-term performance, the functional compo-
nents of the solar cell module must be adequately protected from the environ-
meat by some encapsulation technique. The potentially harmful elements to
module functioning include moisture, ultraviolet radiation, heat bu_ld-up,
thermal excursions, dust, hail, and atmospheric pollutants. Additionally,
the encapsulation system must provide mechanical support for the ce.ls and
corrosion protection for the electrical components. The encapsulation system
is defined as all the construction materials required in a module to provide this
mechanical support and environmental isolation. In addition, the module must be
based on construction materials and design considerations that meet the field
oporating requirements while also maximising the cost performance. This is the
goal of this program_ to identify and develop encapsulation systems consistent
with the PV module operating requirements cf 30 year life and a target cost of
$0.70 per peak watt ($70/m2) (1980 dollars) (a) Assuming a module efficiency
2
of ten percent, which is equivalent to a power output of I00 watts per m in mid-
day sunlight, the capital cost of the modules may be calculated to be $70.00 per
2
m . Out of this cost goal, only 20 percent is available for encapsulation due
to the high cost of the cells, interconnects, and other related c_.nponents. The
2
encapsulation cost allocation may then be stated as $14.00 per m which included
all coatings, pottant and mechanical supports for the cells.
Assuming the flat-plate collector to be the most efficient design, photovoltaic
modules are considered to be of two basi," types, substrate and superstrate, and
to be composed of seven basic construction elements. The design types are
diagramed as followsz
(a) JPL Document 5101-68
The former cost allocation for encapsulation materials, was $2.50/m 2 (0.25/ft 2)
in 1975 dollars, or $3.50/m 2 ($0.35/ft _) in 1980 dollars. The current cost
allocation of $14/m 2 ks an aggregate allocation for all encapsulation materials
including an edge seal and gasket.
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_SlC MODU,LETYPE,_
SUSSTRATE-BONDI_D
IBIIIIIIBIIB-" I----OUT.RCOVER
AOHESIVE
STRUCTURAL SUBSTRAT I=
SUPERSTRATe.-BONDED
]'--'TRANSPARENT STRUCTURAL SUPERSTRATE
I- _ _ _1 --AOHESaV_
_ -- POTTANT
_he seven basic construction elements ars : (a) outer covers. (b) transparent
superstrates, (c) pottants, (d) substrates, (e) back covers, (f) gaskets and
edge aeallngr and (g) adhesives of primers.
Throughout thin programs extensive surveys have been conducted into _£ny
classes of materials in order _o identify and compound or class of compounds
optim_u for use as each construction element.
The results of these surveys have also been useful in generating first-cut cost
allocations for each construction element, which are estimated to be as follows
{1980 dollars):
Approximate Cost
Allocation*
Construction Elements ($/m2)
Substrate/Superstra_e $ 7.00
(Load Bearing Component)
Pottant 1.75
Primer 0.50
Outer Cover 1.50
Back Cover 1.50
Edge Seal & Gasket 1.85
* Allocation for combined±on of construction elements: $14/m 2.
.I II
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From the previous work, it became possible to idantlfy a small number of
materials which had the highest 1_tential as candidate low cost encap-
sulation materlals.
Zn addition to _aterials, two fahrioatioe processe_ have buen exI_Iored:
vacuum bag lamination and liquid casting. In vacuum bag lamination the pot|ant
is handled as a dry film of formulated polymer that iN used to s_ndwich the
cell string. Encapsulation is completed by the application of vacuum and heat.
In the casting process the pot|ant is handled a_ a high viscesity liquid that
is pumped around the cell string. Curing to a rubbery solid i_ then accom-
plished by the application of heat.
ReGent efforts have emphasized the identification and development of potting
compounds. Pot|ants are materials which provide a number of functions, but
primarily serve as a b_ffer between the cell and the surrounding environmsnt.
The pc|tan| must provide a mechanical or impact barrier around the cell to
prevent breakage, must provide a barrier to water which would degrade the elotri-
cal output, must serve as a barrier to conditions that cause corrosion of the
cell metallization and interconnect structure, and must serve as a beerier to
conditions that cause corrosion of the cell metallization and interconnect
structure, and must serve as an optical coupling medium to provide a maximum
light transmission to the cell surface and optimize power output. Due to its
central role in the encapsulation scheme, the pottant has received more emphasis
than any other construction element. Zn the past few years this has lead to the
development and commerclallizatlon of "EVA" as a long life low cost pc|tan| avail-
able in sheet form for vacuum lamination processing.
This report presents the following topics:
(i) The historical development of EVA; including the functional requirements,
polymer selectlon, curing, stabilization, production and module processing.
(2) Acclerated aging; this section details the construction and use of a new
method for the accelerated aging of polymers. This method more closely
resembles the conditions that may be encountered in actual module field
exposure and additionally may permit service life to be predicted accurately.
' I I .-- |
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(3) Hardboard armIysiR# this seutlon completes the studias on tile u_e of
hardboard as a IQw cost candidate substrata material.
_L
(4) _ti-_oillng treatments! this is al_ u_date oll the performance of surfece
treatments _eful for imparting A self-cleanln_y Drol_ert7 to modules,
I !
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These protective functions may be met by an appropriately designe_ wodule
that incorporates materials and construction elements that meet these n_udeo
The portent is the component that is directly in contact with the sol : oell _
and therefore holds a central role in the encapsulation.
The fragile cells require three basic forms of protection, _) mechanical
support and fracture protection, (b) electrical isolation and (c) environ-
mental isolation and the prevention of corrosion. In addition, the portent
serves as a transparent medium that helps to optically couple the cell and
enhance its use of sunlight for power generation.
A. Functional Requirements
From the basic needs required for cell protection, a list of requirements
for portent performance evolved. Considering c_st, processing and material
characteristics polymers was selected as the most logical materials class
for this function. A list of required properties _as th_n created An order
to asslstmateriale selection. These initial properties are given as
follower
00000001-TSA14
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Pottant S_aoi_icatione
,Characteristic specification.
l. Glass transition temperature (Tg) <- 40°C '°
2. Total hemispherical light transmission > 90% of incident
through a 20-mil-th£ck film integrated
over the wavelength range from 0.4 _m
3. Nydrolys_,s None at 80°C , 100% RH
4. Resistance to thermal oxidation Stable up to 85°C
5. Meclk_nical creep None at 90°C
6. Tensile ix_dulus as measured by initial < 3000 Ib/in. 2 at 25°C
slope of stress-straln curve
7. Fabrication temperature <lT0°C for either lamination
or liquid pottant systems
8. Fabrication pressure for lamination _1 arm
portents
9. Chemical inertness No reaction with embedded copper
coupons at 90oc
i0. UV absorption degradation None at wavelength >0.35 _m
ii. Hazing or clouding None at 80°C, 100% RH
12. Minimum thickness on either side of 6 mils
solar cells an fabricated modules
13. Odor, human hazards (toxicity) None
14. Dielectric strength Sufficient to electrically
isolate the cells and inter-
connects
15. Process comparability Compatible with automated
cell handling and encapsulation
equipment
16. Cost As low as possible
I
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_ny of these req_i_=nts can be me_ by _l_rlc _terials, howsverw
trade-ells between propert_eB such as cost, processing ten_erature and
environmental stability had to be exm1_ned for the selection cf suitable
cLudidates.
Without protection from ultraviolet, the classes of candidate potting matQr-
ials are limited to fluorocarbons, silicones, and acrylius. (a) The first
two are extremely expensive and, in the ease of fluorocarbons, entirely un-
processable without prohibitively high temperatures.
The silicone rubbers have excellent processing characteristics, being pourable
and eureable at room temperature, but the cost of $8 - 9/Ib excluded them
from consideration. The many acrylic compounds available have desirable low
prices , but no commercial products exist in an elastomeric or usable form
from directly encapsulating cells.
An alternative to the use of these inherently weatherable materials was the
idea of coatings. The possibility of developing weatherable and UV screening
protective films and coatings may permit a much broader range of polymers to
be considered for potting applications. It may be possible to use a cost-
effective, but otherwise unweatherable, polymer successfully as a pottant
provided that sufficient external protection is supplied.
B. Pol_er Selection
Candidate polymer selection pruceeded through three considerations: (a) select
a commercial material that iseets the specifications. If no such material can
be identified, then, (b) select a commercial material and chemlcally modify it
so that it m_ets the specifications. Zf no commercial materials exist that
can be suitably modified, then (c) synthesise a polymer v_th the required
properties •
Extensive surveys were done to identify potential candidate materials and all
commercially available tronsparent polymers were identified and tabulated in
four price ranges!l_The tables also included information of processability,
physical prnpertiesr cost, and a prognosis for stabilisation.
i (a) Poly(methyl mothacrylate) o_11y. Commercial: Plex_glas, Lucite
I:
II I II I
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The polymers surveyed encompassed a great variation in physical properties
and cham/otry and included such ma_er£els as the follow_ngz polyvinyl ":_i
chloride, polystyrene, polyethylenar polyesters, ionomert polyamtdes,
celluloeicsp urethanes, silicones, etc. Due to the need for a compliant ""
low modulus Compound, transparent elestomers were surveyed. A partial llst
followSz
Transparent _lastgmera
Elastom.ers Considerations ..
Ethylene/Ethyl Acrylate High Halt Viscosity
Plasticized PVC Thermoplastic
Ethylene /Propylene/Diene Not Weatherable
Ethylene/Propylene Hot Waatherabie
Styrene/Butadiene Not Weatherable
Ionomer Process Temperature High
Polyvinyl Alcohol Water Soluble
Thez_Qoplastlc Urethane High Coe_
"Viton" Polymers Very High Cost
Ethylene/Methyl Acrylate Few Grades, High Viscosity
Ethylene/Vinyl Acetate Many Grades, Low Cost
From this list, the class of ethylene/vinyl acetate copolymers were selected
for further development based on the following properties, (a) high optical
transparenc_, (b) wide range of melt viscosities, (c) easy processing, (d)
low modulus, (e) good adhesive properties, (f) moderate environmental stability,
and (g) low cost.
EVA is a copolymer of ethylene and vinyl acetate typically sold in pellet form
by DuPont Company and UoS. Industrial Chemicals, Inc. (U.S.I.). The DuPont
trade name is Elvax_ the U,S.I, trade name are Ultrathens end Vynathene° The
cost of EVA typically ranges between $0o80 and $0°70 per Ib (1980 dollars)° All
con_uereially available grades of EVA were examined (2)and final selections were
based on transparency, melt viscosity and thermal stability.
,i
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Ethylene-Vinyl Acetate
Final Grade Selection
EVA.Resin Manufacturer % VA Melt Index
E¥ 901-25 USI 40 7.5
EY 902-30 USI 40 70.0
UE 645-35 USI 33 48.0
UE 638-35 USI 31 24.0
Elvax 150 DuPont 33 43.0
Elvax 170 DuPont 36 0.7
Elvax 240 DuPont 28 43.0
Elvax 250 DuPont 28 25.0
These final selections followed laboratory tests of optical transparency 0
thermal stability, photostability and ease of processing. Some general
observations on the properties of EVA resins aret
(a) the vinyl acetate content must" be in excess of approximately 25% in
order to have acceptable optical transmission (89 - 92%), (b)
(b) the very high vinyl acetate copolymers (appx. 45% VA) have reduced
thermal and light stability,
(c) as the vinyl acetate content increases the polymer flow point decreases
and the surface tack increasese
(d) low melt flow compounds may be handled easily, high melt flow compounds
exhibit agressive surface tack and adhere to most surfaces.
Based on film extrudability and transparencyp the best choice became Elvax 150,
at a cost (for high-volume purchases) of about _0.65/ib. Elvax 250 was a close
second choice. Elvax 150 has the lowest melt viscosity that may still be
handled without much difficulty in melt processing. Higher melt flow compounds
could not be extruded and transported with film rollers due to their excessive
surface tack.
(b) Efficient crosslinklng improves transparency end msy lower the required
vinyl acetate content.
|m
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&fret 8election of the base reeinw Elvax 150, development efforts were
dt=ected tows=de "._e other portent performance specifications. Elvax !
J
150 softens to • v£scous melt a_ove TO°C, and therefore is not suitable for
temperature service a_owe ?O°c when employed in • fabricated module. This '
wee the first material deficiency _:hat had to be corrected by formulation.
A good pettan_ coagound should have a low melt viscosity to I:_:_se little
s_ees on the cells during lamlnetlon, but should aure at some point in _he
pr_es8 to a thermoset resin that will no longer flow under heat. This
property Is required to prevent the flow of the portent _inder solar heating
_t would result in damage to the _dule.
The other consideration was enviromuent_al s_lbility. EVA, like all other
pelyolefins, is prone to photoxidatlon in the presence of air and s_nlight.
These conditions slowly degrade the unstabilized resin and result in dis-
coloration and softening. Chemical compounds most be added to the EVA base
resin to correct for these performance deficiencies in order to yield a
viable portent compound for solar module lamination.
C. Cure Chemlstr_
To function effectively, creep resistance (lack of flow) at the module
operating temperatures is a necessity. To accomplish this requirement, the
copolymers must be compounded with chemical additi'_s that permit the resin
to flow during the lamination cycle, but then subsequently ¢rosslink (cure)
at a later time. Crosslinklng and/or vulcanization is defined as a process
for converting a thermoplastic material into a thermosetting material that
will no longer flow upon the applic:tion of heat. This process converts L_e
majority of the polymer molecules InUo a single network which then retains
many desirable physical and chemical properties of the base polymer under high-
er temperatures. Cure chemistry was accomplished with the use of an organic
peroxide additive. The peroxide cEosslinking of saturated polymers not cnl 7 in-
volves a large number of chemical reactions within the polymer itself, but also
between peroxide decomposition residues, atmospheric oxygen (if present) and
other additives compounded into the rubber. The predominant reaction that gives
rise to the formation of crosslinks is referred to as hydrogen abstraction. The
basic steps of this chemical reaction are:
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(1) Peroxides thezma_ly cleave to produce two oxy
radicals Acyl peroxides yield acylo_ radicals; ROOR ._2R0.
alkyl l_roxide yields elkoxy r_dicals.
(2) Oxy radicals are very reactive and abstract
hydrogen atoms from polymer chains, where P- PH + R0---_P-  R0H
polymer.
(3) Two polymer radicals then combine to forms
crosslink, resulting in cure. 2P- --_P - P
In polymers the degree of crosslinking varies depending on the type and number
of hydrogens available for abstraction and the presence of other reactive
groups. The de_ree of crossllnking is affected by (a) the polymer types sat-
urated, chlorlnatedw etc._ (b) the peroxide types dialkyl, dlacyl, peroxyester,
Otto! (¢} the processing parameterss peroxide concentration, thermal decom-
position rater temperature, time, and (d} the interaction with other add_tlves
such as antloxidants, fillers, oils, and stabilizers.
Dialkyl peroxides ere generally the most efficient and most widely commercially
used for polymer crosallnklng applications. Their high actlviation tamper-
etures yields compounds of excellent thermal stability during compounding and
reduced problems with "scorch" (premature curing). A wide variety of compounds
are commercially available.
The factors guiding the selection of peroxide for the given applicat%on are
as followsz (1) generation of crosalinks as the only modification of the polymer,
(2) rapid decomposition at the desired cure te_peratura to yield efficient cure,
but (3) survives the polymer compounding and processing steps, (4) effective
in the presence of the other compot_ding ingredients such as antioxidants and
UV stabilizers, (5) must be soluble in the polymer compound and pregerably solid
to prevent volatile losses, (6) is non-toxlc before and after decompositlon, and
(7) does not sensitise the polymer to heat or ultraviolet light.
|im|l i i i
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Peroxides containing aromaClc groups (such as dicumyl peroxide) should
be avoided due to their sensitiEing effect on light stability.
Cure time and _emperature can be deter_tlned in a peroxide cure system
from knowledge of the rate of initlallythermal decomposition. It is this
reaction (homolytio cleavage and the generation of free radicals) that is the
rate determining step in the curing or ¢rosslinking sequence of reactions.
The reaction follows first-order kinetics and is generally characterized by
their half-life temperature. This term is mere useful then "rate-constant"
and is defined as _/le temperature at which fifty percent of the peroxide will
decompose within a given time period. The half-Ills temperature is useful as
an initial guide for the determination of processing safety and the selection
of QuEe temperatures. The decomposition rate is independent of the amount of
peroxide present, but does vary somewhat with the medium in which the decom-
position is taking place. The thermal decomposition rates in polymer systems
are usually slower (than in solutions) due to the reduced mobility of the
resulting free radJ.cals and the opportunity for recombination to occur.
In _ommercial practice, polymer cure conditions are often selected to obtain
six or seven half-lives in order to insure c_mpleue peroxide decomposition
and the maximum development of physical properties. The following table illus-
tra_es the relationship between the half-life and the percent of peroxide de-
composition:
Number of % of Original Peroxide
Half-Lives _ Decomposed
1 50.0
2 75.0
3 87.5
4 93.75
5 96.9
6 98.4
7 99.2
8 99.6
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In indus_ial practice, compounds are usually cured for at least three half
lives at _.he selected cure ten.stature. Peroxides are efficient cross-
linkers of pol_e=s, however it must be pointed out that exposu=e to oxygen
causes a co.oaring reaction _o occur _at reduces the efficiency.
Due to the fact that most cures are done either in closed molds or in vac_um
beg laminators the exclusion of oxygen is usually sufficient to prevent com-
peting reactions. Curing openly in the presence of air, however, must be
avoided.
F
A wide range of co_nercially available organic peroxides were evaluated as
i potential curing agents for Elvax-150. Of some twenty peroxide agents thati
were tested, only five were found to crosslin_ the polymer effectively.
These compounds were blended into EVA copolymer (Elvax 150, DuPont) by cold
milling at room temperature on a differemtial two roll rubber mill at • level
of 1.5 weight percent. No other additives were incorporated. The resulting
i compounds were then cured by compression molding 20 mil thick plaques at a
! _ temperature of 150°C for twenty m/nutes. This basic test was useful for
determining if the basic cure chemistry of the peroxide was compatible with
i the resin. The following table indicates the relative effectiveness of the
peroxides as judged by gel content (percent insolubles) and the swell ratio
(indication of the crossl£nk density)=
pe,:*x_O*_ure, - IFzv,,._so w*
NalfotAfe Tempee.ture r_mah PoLnt
• _tiv, 0.*flo.._._ 5_n nour_ _ Geell lnGen (b) Gel Con•eh_ re)
Lupezool 311-1i01i 7$q* tll°C 9)°¢ 40°¢ |,JOG ll?•
LeperJol 9t 7St l£O°C: tjo¢ . ??o¢ 5.000 89•
LMJ_JlrOOl_ lOOt 1_10°_ JJ°C !01°C 21400 JJ•
D_III_ 5t_jqk SJ_°_ _°C ?_°C _o_O0 lJ•
I_peemol - 101 lOO• 130°¢ _S°C 43°C 2,SOD 08•
(a) &ILIore Ipm4uor_ if tueLdoL 8Iv., IPean_l• CO_p. (b) _ teXvene ¢0) lSOeC/lO mLnvr_o
t
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The degree of cure required got use in solar module applications was
,,.
determined in a separate experiment. It was found that cures in eMoese
of 60% gel content resulted in compositions that were resistant to
the_l creep at ll0°C. It is felt that successful cure may be regarded as
70% gel conten_ or better. Using this criteria, the following performance
was found.
Peroxides: Time/Temperature Cure Determination
(a)
Time Required for 70% Gel Content
Cure Temperature 120°.._._C130°___._._C1400..,..,.,_C 150°_ 160°_
Lupersol i01 N/A N/A 45 15 6
Lupersol 99 30 20 12 8 2
Lupersol 331-80B 15 i0 5 2 2
Lupersol TBEC 30 i0 4 2 1
(a) Peroxides at 1.5 phr in Elvax-150
The preceding work represents experiments that were conducted over a three
year period of time. When the need to cure the EVA was first recognized
Lupersol i01 was the only organic peroxide available that was found to give
satisfactory results. The other compounds, Lupersol 331-80B, 99 and TBEC
were introduced a few years later. Due to this fac_, two formulations of
EVA have resulted, one based on Lupersol lOl (Springborn Laboratories
No. A9918) and one based on Lupersol-TBEC (Springborn Laboratories No. 15295).
Although these two compounds perform the same function, they do so through
slightly different chemistry. The Lupersol I01 additive crossllnke the EVA
exclusively through the vinyl acetate groups on the polymer, whereas the
Lupersol TBEC appears to be active with both the polyethylene segments and
the vinyl acetone groups. It has been found that if the vinyl acetate
content is reduced to zero (pure polyethylene) no cure results with Lupersol
lOl, however LupersoI-TBEC is still capable of crosslinking activity. The
time /temperature results indicate that, when compared to cur_ with Lupersol
lOl, the new peroxide, Lupersol TBEC, may be capable of resulting in equivalent
cure in one third to one tenth the time, depending on the temperature selected.
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Of the four efficient peroxides presented, Lupersol-TBEC currently appears
to be the material of choice for EMA also, and should be considered
as a replacement for the Lupersol-101 in future formulations. Its selec-
tion is based oat (a) it has the highest curing efficiency of the cross-
lIDklng agents examined to date, (b) it is 100% active, and (c) it has the
lowest vapor pressure and is less prone to vo_._"ile losses.
The high degree of cure at a lower temperature that results with Lupersol-
TEEC is also desirable due to the energy saving, and reduced time required
for heat transfer during lamination.
Sprlngborn Laboratories currently offers two commercial grades of EVAI the
standard A9918 based on Lupersol-lOl and the "fast cure" grade 15295 based
on Lupersol-TBEC.
I D. An._ioxldant Selection
Polyoleflns (such as polyethylene, polypropylene and EVA) are known to be
sensitive to the combined effects of heat and air (oxygen). This pzocee,
(oxidation) causes the polymer to degrade and loose some of its desirable
properties, such as transparency, flexibility, gel content, tensile strength,
etco The process by which this happens is very similar to the free radical
che_u'Lstryby which peroxides cure the polymer, however, now oxygen enters
the reaction and alters its pathway. Once started, the chemistry may often
cause a chain reaction of events that result in a rapid decline in the use-
ful properties of the polymer. For this reason small quantities of additives
that terminate the reactions (antloxidants) are used to stabilize polymeric
materials.
Following the curing studies with Lupersol i01 peroxide, it was decided to
perform a series of expe=iments to select an appropriate antioxidant. Formula-
tions were prepare_ with different candidate antioxidants and molded into
cured plaques that were subsequently heat aged in a circulating air oven.
Each plaque also contained a disc of unprimed copper to examine any corrosion
effects that might occur. The compounds were evaluated for cured gel content,
gel density (tight or loose cure}, color upon thermal aging and corrosion
effects on the cop!_er disc. The following table records the results. The
compo_nde that co_,irlbe rejected in_edlately were those that resulted in low
gel contents indicating insufficient cure.
...............................................i
i , , i
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Antloxldanc Stud_ "'
(Elvax 150 Cured with Lupereol - i01)
,
400 Hours @ 90°C
Level Gel Gel Thermal Corrosion
Rntioxidsnt (phr) Densi_ Content Stability Effect on '.
-- ------ r -" coee..
m_rita 3114 c" 0.2 iOW 17.6 I 2
Dilauryl Thiodipro-
pionate 0.2 low 42.9 1 1
Polygard 0.2 high 78.5 1 1-2
DisteEyl Thiodipro-
pionate 0.2 high 78.3 1 2
Zrganox 1076 ¢. 0.2 high 76.9 1 4
Naugard P 0.2 low 69.4 1 1
Naugard P c. 0.I low 62.9 1 4
Irganox 1035 0.1
Irganox i010 c. 0.I high 87.4 1 3
MD 1024
Control - no A0 0 high 92 2 2
a. Thermal evaluations performed by subjective assessment of color formation:
I. No color formation 2. Very light color 3. Light color
4. Noticeably yellow 5. Bright yellow
b. Corrosion also determined by color of ring around copper molded into polymer.
o. Phenolic compound, possibly causing UV senoitization. Omitted from selection
Omitted for low gel contentj No.'s i, 2.
The antioxidants were compounded into a complete _mula=ion to include any
antagonistic effects that could occur from other i_gredients. A slightly lower
level of peroxide (0.75 phr) was used to accentuate th_ _rse radical inhibition
effect Of the antioxidant (a). "
(a) Antioxidanta and peroxide curing agents are no_,_lly antagonistic, however -,,
the benefits of both may result if they are kin_e_c_l_ydissimilar. The
peroxide must "swamp" the antioxidant with radicals during cure_ and the
antioxidant should be capable of slow long term radical termination during
the service llfe.
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The bast overall performance was found for Naugard-P, This oo_pound gevl h_gh
gel contents, no corrosive at_ck to the copper disc. After 400 hours at 90°C
the polymer specimen showed no signs of color fozmation and no ring could be
seen arouud _he copper disc. A distinct advantage to the use of Naugard-P
is that tt is not a phenolic compound and, therefore, does not give rise to
IW sensitization and possible degradation of the polymer. Chemically, Naugerd-P
iS an alkyl aryl phosph£te, a high viscosity transparent fluid. This oompownde
although a first-cut selection, was used in the Lupersol-101 formulations of
EVA chat followed. In the advanced cure ErAs based on T_EC perozlde the an_i-
oxidant was eventu&lly eliminated and replaced with ano_er additive.
E. Photos_Lbillza_ion
Virtually all polymers (except perfluorocarbons and s_llccnes} are prone to de-
- gradation caused by exposure to sunlight. The component of sunlight largely
responsible for this chemistry is high energy low wavelength region in the
ultraviolet. This region comprises the wavelengths from 290 nm to about 400 nm,
in the blue end of the spectrum. The mechanisms responsible for the deterlora-
tlon depend on the Polymer involved, however they are all inltiated by the
presence of a "ohromophore", or group capable o_ absorbing the light energy.
! These groups consist of shifting double bond s_uctures and typically include
aso (N-N), ene (C_C), carbonyl (C_0) , and aromatic groups. Polymers that do not
contain these groups as part of their s_ructu;e still contain chromophori¢ im-
purities which make them susceptible to attack. Examples are Polyvinyl chloride,
polypropylene, polyethylene.
When this high energy light is absorbed an excited state results in _he molecule
that (unless dissipated) results in a sequence of events that breaks the chem-
ical bonds in the polymer. The rupture of these bonds generally (a) fragments
the molecular chain so that the original properties of the polymer are lost,
and (b) generates free radicals that result in a propagating chain reaction
that further accelerates the degradation. The result is often embrittlement,
: discoloration, flow, softening, or other loss of physical prop_r_y. The general
_ chemical mechanim is as followss
I
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Photode_radat_on in Polyoleflns
_UL hllrJduJ_ Jcmlm_%&mm_n
e,uNmsmtN A_Jhn_F_v* ' ""
a_pho 4......... (q_S.rne_n_)
A_l&vilmi hlonl _ Quw,_h_
• I_Kl_l,_.aiJ.Zesppiua8
P,C.G_ RO%oI1 (,_q_s_a_l_u)
IUd£¢a.Lx
ilydtOl_zonr_do
(litre 4con_**)
ILGO,_'OUe
_t_:sl:sly_.Q DeStnds:_n
This diag=am represents the chemical mechanism of degradation on the left side,
and the additive used to interrupt this chemistry on the right side.
Many stabilizers are con_ercially available that perform these protective
chemistries. In a pottant application not all of these additive compounds
may be used. The requirements for an additive are: (a) must he transparent
in the wavelength range of solar ceils sensitivity, (h) must he max compatible
with the polymer EVA, (c) must he efficient in their action, (d) must not inter-
fore with the curs chemistry, and (e) mus_ retain their activlty throug_:%t
the intended service liEe of the polymer.
a. UVA_sorbers
Ul_ravilolet absorbers are the most frequently used additive for imparting
photostability in polymers, and are frequently used in the 0.1% to 0.5t
level. Uv screeners function by pre_erentlall7 absorbing the ultraviolet
component of s_light and ¢onver_Jng it into heat via a temporary mole-
cular rea_ran_ment. Several chemical classes of absorber compounds are known,
i
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• iomsw_t eCabl_ _operoxide, R-OOH, and leave _other reactive
mite on _ oOec _ll_er c_ln, _le process repeats itself _d £e
_ferred to as "sho_xidation". AIOough the initiating radical my
deH_vat_ by trapping, Oe residue hydroperoxide group is _- "
me.able in _ presence of heac a_ light and _y decompose to fo_ new
radices Chat s_rt Oe process over again. Hydroperoxide deco_osers
are reducing agents Oat che_call¥ react wlO Oe h_roperoxides to
yield st_le non-radical products such as R-OH, _d H20.
One class of compo_ds, Oe hindered amine light st_ilizers (HALS),
have _enfo_d_o _ remrkablyeffeetiveinperfo_ng _O =adical
_apping _d _dropezoxide deco_osition. In addition, Case eo_o_ds
enter a cycle of reins=arian such Oat Oe species t_t craps free
radicals is reactivated in Oe process of decc_osing a _droperoxide
_o_. T_ts results in _ extre_ly effective and a non-sacrificial
stabilizing activity. The general reaction _y he represented as follows:
x x
H O _ OHALS * RROO=
(ACTIVE SPECIES)
The HALS product selected for u_e in co_ercial evaluation versions
of EVA is Tinuvln-770, a product of Ciba-Geigy Corporation, _dsely,
New York. The compo_d is a fre_ flowing white powder and is incorpor-
ated into the _A base resin at a level of 0.I parts per hundred parts
of resin. Synergistic st_ilization resulting from _he use of Tinuvin-
770 _d Cy_sorb _-531 has h_en reported in the recent literature (O) and ..
_e _ffectlveness of these additives is also apparent from the outst_ding
st_ility of the rssultlng fo_ule_ion.
c) Allen, Jouznal of Applied Polymer Science, Vol. 27, page 2761 (1982)
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F. Fo_mulatlont, con_oundln_ and .F_rus£on
/tnymateria_, to be used in the construction of solar modules must first b_
formulated to have the required physicale thermal, optical, and elactrical
properties, but second must be available in a form that is suitable for
fabrication. In order to use polymeric materials as pottantsr it is
necessary that the physlcal form of the polymer be appropriate to the en-
capsulation technique being employed.
The work on curing agentsw antioxidants and ultraviolet st_bilizers has
resulted in two formulations to date. The first formulation employs
Lupsrsol 101 as the curing agent, and the second is a faster cure version
based on Lupersol-TBEC. The formulations are:
Con_ercial EVA Formulations (d)
--A9918 ------15295----F°rm
Elvax 150 i00 i00 Pellets DuPont
Lupersol i01 1.5 - Liquid Lucidol/Pennwalt
Lupersol TBEC - 1.5 Liquid Lucidol/Pennwalt
Cyssorb UV-531 0.3 0.3 Powder American Cya_mide
Naugard-P 0.2 0.2 Liquid Uniroyal
Tinuvin-770 0.1 0.1 Powder Ciba-Geigy
Laboratory investigations showed that these ingredients may be blended (com-
pounded) easily in the melt phase and trial formulations were easily pre-
pared using a differential two-roll mill. This method works well for small
batches (100-500 grams),however it could never produce the amount of com-
pound required for production purposes. In production, an extruder is required
to convert the polymer formulation into a sheet form suitable for cell lamina-
tion. Since the extrusion process passes the polymer through its melt form, it
was decided to combine the extrusion and compounding steps into one operation
so that blending of ingredients occurs in the extruder. Techniques for the
_" large scale production of EVA sheet were devised using this method.
....:i (d)EvA A9918 is the standard conuuercial grade of EVA lamin_tlon materia!_
___ 15295 is the "fast cure" grade.
i,
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In productionw a n_txture of ingredients must bs prepared first to give ,'_
"hopper feed" for the extruder. Barrel blending was found to work well.
One hundred pound lots of the clear EVA compound are easily prepared by
taking the ingredients as listed in the formulation and simply tumble
blending them in a rotating drum. The liquid ingredients disperse over
the surface of the EVA pellets in this process and cause the powdered in-
gredients to adhere in a uniform layer. After half an hour of tumble blend-
ing the resulting mix can be used directly _s "hopper feed". No inhomoganity
can be _oticed in the final product and the extrusion process yields a
thorough blend.
Pre_imlnary conditions established in the laboratory were then used towards
a large-scale pilot plant production. A major extrusion effort was con-
ducted using a Hartlg 2-1/2 inch extruder with a general purpose slngle-
stage screw. In the extrusion process heat is applied to the feed zones
(i and 2) in order to develop a melt plug that forces the resin along the screw
towards the die. Most of the compounding occurs in the mix and compression
zones _4-8),and the temperature in this region is kept low enough (below 120°c)
to prevent premature crossllnking of the resin and decomposition of the per-
oxide. Extrusion at the die seems to give the best results at about 75°C.
The following lists the average extrusion conditions found for both resins;
AggI8 and 15295.
EVA Extrusion Conditions
Eqnipment: Hartig 2-I/2 inch extruder w/single stage polyethylene
screw. 24: l L/D
Screw compression ratio; 3.5:1, water cool option.
Screen Pack: 20, I00, 80, 20 mesh
Die Widthl 32 inches - full web
Temperature Profile:
Darrel Die
Zone l 2 3 4 6 8 9 lO 11
Set Te_. °C 88 93 93 80 80 80 75 75 75
Run Tempo °C 90 98 I05 115 115 115 80 75 75
,
I
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Take-up Rolls: Roll No. 2 - 28°c g Rolls 3, 4 approximately 15°C
Pack Pressures: 2600-3400 psi
Screw Speedg 36 rpm (22%)
Speed, Extrudate: 6.4 - 6.5 feet/mlnute, 24 inch width
approximately 110 Ib/hr.
Thickness: 18 mils -+I (clear), 14 mils -_1 (white)
Extrusion proceeds smoothly with no difficulties v and a slow water trickle
through screw appears to be effective in maintaining the temperature below 120°C.
The difference between the set and run temperatures is due to the shear heat-
ing that results from mechanical working of the polymer. The extruder heat-
ers are thermocouple controlled types and switch off when they reach the de-
sired temperature. After the extrusion process has run for awhile these
heaters spend most of their time in the "off" mode and the extrusion pzocedes
under ambient conditions. Using a dye marker, the residence time of the
polymer in the extruder (from feed zone to die) has been found to be in the
order of three minutes. This short time and the relatively low temperatures
results in very little peroxide decomposition and no premature curing of the
polymer. The same conditions are used for both polymer formu',ations, however
the 15295 compound is much more sensitive to hot spots and high shear zones
should be avoided. The temperature should always be measured directly in the
melt strea_ and there should be some provision for cooling the barrel if the
heat build-up becomes excessive.
The sheet extrudes at a rate of about 8 feet per minute and is taken up
on chrome rollers cooled to 5-i0°c. The thickness is uniform across the
24 inch wide sheet at 0.018" +_0.01"o The sheet is wound on cardboard cores
with release paper interleaving. The interleaving is necessary to prevent
the wound sheet from "blocking" or sticking to itself so that the plies are
difficult to separate. The use of an embossing roller to put a surface texture
on the EVA sheet has been explored and found to be an effective way to prevent
the EVA plies from sticking to each other. With the embossed surface, the re-
lease paper may be eliminated and the sheet winds and unwinds without difficulty.
This technique has a drawback, however. The embossing process compresses the
film during extrusion and builds in a certain amount of _chanical stress
in the width direction. When the EVA sheet is reheated during module fabrica-
tion stress relaxation occurs and the polymer tends to shrink inwards. This
ml III |
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has been found Co shifc the ceZls and throw them ouC of register du=ing ._
lamination. This problem is avoided with the use of the release paper :
separator method.
G. Cuzed P=opertiee
A4equata cuzlng of _ EVA fomlatlon is an essential pa:t of i_s
successful use as a sole: ¢eli potting compound. The =uEing :hem/s_y +
results from a combination of ¢.Imeand tempeEatuxe that My be estimated f_om
_/lepoEoxlde _heEmal da_s_me£tion curve (Figure i , Appendix ). Due to _he
interactive and ¢Om_i_._i_Ig chemist.Ties t.hatoccur in formulated compounds,
l_ratoEy experiments were conducted to detezmlne :he time temperature
relationship empirically. Samples of ext:uded resin waze placed in a heated
platten,puaeaed at -.'¢no*.mtemparatu:ee, and removed at predetermined times,
The ¢u_ad resin was _e_ tasted for gel content in order to da_er_Lne _ha
degree of =uEa. The raeul_ing gel contents, tlmes and temperatures are
given in the followlng _oles:
Gel Contents
EVA Formulation A9918
Time
Minute..._...e:ll0°C 120°¢ 130°C 140°C iS0°C 160°¢
I
2 1.0 4.1 29.S
5 0 11.8 21.1 73.0
i0 0 0 l.O 23.5 63.2 82.6
15 0 0 2.3 59.3 88.3
20 0 O 3.4 68.2
I
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Gel Con_ents
EVA Formulnl_on15295
Time
Minute__s: 110°C 120°C 130°C 140°C 150°C 160°C
2 O 73.4 81.5 84.2
S 60.3 83.7 88.6 91.0
10 0 0 75.0 88.2 91.6 92.3
i|
15 0 0 85.0 90.2 93 .S
30 0 8S.0 82.7 92.2 92.6
_ These results represent laboratory cures in which the heat _ansfar may be
assumed _o be instantaneous, however they should still he useful for esT_imatlng
processing conditions used in module fabrication. AS can be seen, the fozmu-
lab/on using TBEC pe_oxlde {15295} is significantly faster than the A9918 and
also permits effective outing at lower temperatures. The degree of cure as
determined by gel content (percent insolubles) may be determined by a simple
laboratory pEoced_e, as follows:
. , (i) Re_ove a a_lallpiece of cured EVA (i to 2 g) and weigh on an analytical
balance to _hzee decimal places.
(2) Place the specimen in i00 ml of toluene and heat =o 60°C for 3 hours.
(3) Pour the mixture _h_ough a piece of weighed filter paper to catch the
gel fznction and permit it _'o drain completely.
(4) Dry the filter paper and gel fraction at 60°C for 3 to 4 hours (no
odor of toluene solvent should remain).
(5) Weigh to three decimal places and sub.act the weight of the falter papa.-.
._ (6) The gel content is calculated as:
. weight of _'VAresidue from _oluene
% gel weight of orig-inal EVA specimen-
(7) EVA wi_h gel Qonten= over 65% may be regarded as acceptably cured.
The described laboratory laminatlon process has resulted in gel ¢onten_
¢onslstently ranging from 75% to 80t.
' I
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The adequate cur/ng of EVA also results in a change in some of the other
measurable properties. A sunoJzy of these is tabulated as followsz 4.,
I I
EVA Properties Summar_
E1vax l$o(C_ &9918 (d) 15295 (d)
Ultimate Tensile S_.Tength, pal (a) 850 1,890 3,630
Ultimate E]ongatlon (a) 1,050 SI0 575
Secant Modulus (1% Strain} (a) 850 890 755
O_tioal Transmleeion (b) 90.5 91.0 92.0
Glass Transition Temperature, °C -43 -43 -43 '*
Hardness, Shore A 65-73 76-79 70
Den_4.ty, g/cm 3 0.957 0.920 " " i
ReEractive Index 1.482 1.482 1.479 :
UVCutoff Wavelength, nm 290 360 360
Gel Content, % 0 75 75
(a) ASTM D-638 (c) Uncured natural resin
(b) ASTM E-424 (d) Fully cured compounds
H. Module Processlnq
A successful and predictable module-fabrication process for EVA pottant has
been achieved through a double vacuum-bag technique. To implement this technique,
a special piece of equipment was built. The apparatus, schematically shown
on the following page consists of a double-sectioned aluminum picture frame,
closed at the top and bottom by aluminum plates. A flexible polymer _iaphragra
separates upper and _ower cavities, and also function as a vacuum-tight gasket.
Each chamber has its own vacuum gauges and valves for its individual evacua-
tion. The top-cover pla_e is permanently attached and sealed to the top cavity •
with bolts and a silicone rubber gasket. The lower pla_e is removable end seals
to the bottom of the lower frame piece with a silicone-rubber O-ring gasket,
.i
I
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The diaphragm material used is a high-temperature nylon film, 0.003 inch thick,
which is flexible, hut not elastic. Conceivably, other types of films would
work well in this application.
VACUUM GAUGE ANO VACUUM GAUGE AN0REGULAI'00N VALVE
REGULATION VALVE uPPER CAVITY
LOWER CAVITY TOP COVER
/'11 /'FLEKIELE DIAPHI4AGMALUMINUM FRAME
SUPPORT PLATE SILICONE m,ISSER GASKET
Vacuum Ba_ Laminator
The module assembly is placed under the flexible diaphragm, in the lower
cavity. The top surface of the module assembly is positioned flush with
the top edge of the lower cavity, by stacking a necessary number of thin
metal _iates in the 5ottom of the lower cavity. The double vacuum-bag
design enables initial exposure of the module assembly to a vacuum without
simultaneous compression of the diaphragm, thus greatly enhancing air
exhaustion from t'_ module assembly. To ensure thorough air exhaustion,
especially from large-area modules, the use of air-release scrim sheets
of material such as Craneglas should be incorporated in the module assembly.
Diaphragm compression of the module assembly can be done at any stags of
the lamination cycle by pressurizing the upper cavity. Compression should
be initiated or achieved, however, before the temperature of the EVA reaches
120°C.
Zn practlcew the module components are preassembled into a sandwich before
the ancapsulatlon step. The basic assembly of materials required for
.
vacuum-bag processing of substrats and superstrats modules are shown .
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S_s_trate Module Su_erstrate Module
Back cove_ _,
,, z_,._Outer COVet _ _.,
........................./ ;;-----;;;--
,' <._--_A_
I7. >.:
Subetrate Superstrate '"
Once the basic module :omponents for either design have been assembled,
a 10-n_l-thick fluorinated ethylene propylene (FEP) release film,or an
equivalent,should be included above and below the assembly. The release
films should be cut to match the area of the module. These outer FEP
film layers are then taped together over the edges of the module assembly
with masking tape to contain the EVA _hen it softens during the heating
cycleso The wrap-around of masking tape is attached to the FEP film layers,
rather than to surfaces of the module. Although the edges are taped firmly,
entrapped air seems Co diffuse out easily.
An additional fabrication aid is to include two 5-mil-thick (or thicker)
metal (steel or aluminum) plates, one on each side of the taped module
assembly. Thee6 places distribute the lamination pressure ever the module
area, and result in uniformly thick modules, with smooth, wrinkle-free
back-cover or front-cover surfaces.
The completed module assembly with taped edges is then placed An the lower
cavity of the laminator and a microther_ccouple is taped onto the FEP
release film aC the module center. The theEmocouple permits convenient
monitcrlng of the module temperature during the lamination cycle. The
.*
flexible diaphragm and upper-cavlty fixtures are then positioned.
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Both the upper and lower cavity are evacuated at zoom temperature for
5 to i0 minutes before heating, to exhaust the air from within the
module assembly. While maintaining continuous vacu_.n in both the upper
and lo1_sr cavity, the entire vacuum-bag fixture is loaded between 'the
preheated (150°C) platens of a hydraulic press, whi('h serve as the
heat source. The ram pressure is just sufficient to close the press
and provide good heat transfer to the vacuum-bag f_.xture. The pressure
from the platen should rest only on the frame of the fixture and should not
contribute any pressure to the surface of the mod&%le.
In this process, pressurization of the upper cavity to i arm oI_ pres_ure
is initiated when the module assembly temperature reaches 12C,°C. The
double-vacuum-bag fixture provides a capability of limiting pressurization
in _he upper cavity to less than 1 arm. However, low-pressure (< 1 arm)
lamination has not yet been experimentally investigated to determine the
effect of pressure in inhibiting gas-bubbles formation due to peroxide
decomposlt_.on.
The time-tE:mperature heating pattern of the msdule assen_Jly after loading
the vacuum-bag fixture into the preheated hydraulic pres_ is shown in
Figure 2 . Experlmsntation with this heating process ha_,_demonstrated tlnat
a dwell time of i0 minutes at 150°C results in an accepLable EVA cure
(less than the 20 minutes determined in the laboratory testing). The re-
duced dwell time reflects the degree of pa::tial curin§_ that occurs during
.... _he heat-up time to 150°C (faster or slower heatin,j rates may require
adjustment of the dwell time at the peaI_ ,-urs temperature)o samples o:_
EVA taken from modules laminated by this process and associated tic,e-
temperature heating patterns exhibit acceptable cure with gel contents
over 75%.
After the 10-minute dwell at 150°C, the laminator can be removed from t.he
heating press and permitted to cool in still air. When a temperature Df
i about 40°C is reached, the vacuum in the lower ,.'avitymay be released, and
3
_ _._ the completed module may be removed from the ll,minator.
=i
|
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Modules prepared by the preceding process have been fully cured, and
are bubble-free and of good appearance. No evidence of cell damage has
been noticed.
Lessons learned from the laboratory development indicate that an
Industrial-scale EVA lamination method mustl
(1) Prevent exposure of the EVA during heating to atmospheric oxygen,
which was found to interfere chemically with the cure.
(2) Hold the module components physically in place (above 70°C, and
before cure above 120°C to a tough elastomer , the EVA is in a
fluid state).
(3) Apply uniform pressure over the surface area of the module during
the high temperature cure stage.
(4) Maintain constant vacuum for air and gas removal.
(5) Use elf-release spacers (e.g., Craneglas) in the module assembly
to facilitate total air removal from module interfaces.
H. Aqing Behavior
As with all polyolefin polymers, EVA is known to have certain aging properties.
The causes of aging are heat, oxygen, and light. Zn addition to these basic
aging stresses, there is also the possibility of catalysis by other materials
that cause the a_[ing effects to be accelerated. Metal ions are known to have
this effect. During the development of EVA certain tests were performed to
assess the relative stability and aging behavior of EVA and discover the llml-
tations of its use. Experiments were conducted in which test specimens of EVA
were exposed to individual and combined stresses and the change in properties
monitored with time. The first experiments concerned thermal aging.
a. The  1__A
Although this method is simple in concept and easy to implement there are
certain potential sources of error that should be considered prior to
running the tests. For example, forced air ovens may result in an abnormally
rapid _ate of loss of the antioxidants and other compounding ingredients.
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Even stabilizers of reasonably high molecular weight are subject to
Ios_ by evaporation and continual extraction by the air stream.
Two general typos of therm_l degradation m_y take place in the polymer
systems of interestl (a) thermal oxidetlon, in which a chemical reaction
occurs between the polymer and oxygen in the atmosphere, and (b) ther-
molysia, in which the energy provided by heating causes a change in the
chemical structure of the resin by itself.
In the thermal aging tests at Springborn, the encapsulation test. specimens
are aged in sealed jars to prevent loss of stabilizer, cross-contamination
of compounds, and also to provide aging in atmospheres _f both air and
nitrogen.
The purely thermal degradation of ethylene vinyl acetate resins, in the
absence of oxygen and water vapor, proceeds by the conversion of acetate
groups to acetic acid, followed by crosslinking at the resultant sites
of unsaturation, and ultimately crosslinking° The chemistry may be re-
presented as follows:
H H H H
I I A _ I i
-_C --C-_C_--C-_--4m_--->'_C --C_C_'C S-" +
!/_. unsaturatlon CH3COOII
0_ Acetic acid
CH 3
The thermal degradation rate versus temperature for the conversion of
acetate groups to acetic acid is shown in Figure 3 which is reproduced
from DuPont Technical Bulletin 0820.2. Significant conversion only occurs
at very high temperatures, which can occur during certain high-temperature
processing operations, but that at temperatures close to ultimate roof-
top temperatures, 85-90°C, the conversion rate is an almost negligibly
low value of 6.3 x 10-30% per minute (log k =.-9,2). If the EVA were
sustained continuously at 85-90°C for 20 years in the absence of oxygen
and water vapor, th_s would correspond to a net conversion of only 0,006%
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of the acatata grou_m to acetic acid. On an absoluta weight _aale,
20 yaare would correepond to an acetic mold accumulation o_ lama
than 0.002 wt q £n EVA pottant. A hermetic modula design _om-
prising a glass supers_cate and a metal-_oil _uk cover esmentially
would isolate the EVA pottant fzom exp_u_, to a_mospheric oxygen and
water vapor, and wi_h only a few hours par day _t which the module would
be at rooftop peaking tempera_uEeew a problem associated wi_l acetic acid
generation over 20 years appears remote. No problem is expected with a
beetle module design at array peaking temperatures of 55°C to 60°C.
The following table gives the results of thezmal aging a_ 70°C, 90°C
and. 130°C and up to 7,200 hours of exposure tim_.
Thezmal Aging
of Cured A-9918 EVA in Circulating-Air Ovens ..
Time ProperCy 70oc 90oc 130Oc
I wk Tensile, Ib/in. 2 2685 2200 2000
(168 h) Ult. elongation, Z 595 550 550
3 wks Tensile, Ib/in. 2 1700 1800 1240
(50_ h) UIC. elongation, _ 670 680 638
2 me Tensile, lb/in. 2 2370 2660 1320
(1344 h) UlC. elongatlo_, Z 600 784 647
10 me Tensile, lb/_n. 2 specimen 2120 144
(7200 h) Ult. elongation, Z lost 660 37
Gel content, _ 91X $8X
CoLor clear, no brown/
yellow orange
Optical transmission, _ 91Z 74_
Tangent modulus, Ib/_n, 2 833 335
Concrol (Onaged)
Tensile, Ib/ in. 2 2160
Ulto Elongation, % 677
Optical Transmlsslon, % 91
Gel Ccntentp '% 91
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b. photothmrmal A_in_
Springborn Laboratories ha_ exposed Elvsx 150 and cure_ A-9918 EVA
tO UV light at 50°C. The UV light source is a General Electric RS/4
sunlamp, which if f£1terad to remove nonterre_t_ial wavelengths below
300 am. The UV spectra and in_ensi_y from these lamps at _he sample
locatlon have b_en measured and when compared with the peak intenslties
of AM 1.5 natural sunlight, correspond _o an averege t?4 intensity of
about 1.4 suns. %f it is assumed that _ypical values of total annual
UV insulation in the United States were delivered at AM 1.5 peak in-
_enslties, this would correspond _o about 5 hours per 24-hour day to
deliver the total annual UV insolation. Defining a l-sun 5"4-day as 5
hours in each 2_-hour day, than about 1300 hours of exposure to these
RS/4 sunlamps operating at 1.4 suns UV intensity represent one year of
-- outdoor UV exposure. An exposure temperature of 50°C was selected to
match array peaking temperatures. At_mospheric moisture An the RS/4 test
uharabers is that associated with the laboratory environment, typically at
a relative humidity of about 50% to 60% at 25°C.
Exposure of unprotected Elvax 150 to RS/4 UV at 50°C results in a
visible onset of yellowing after I000 hours which continues and becomes
more intense with continued exposure. The surface of this material be-
comes sticky and the physical shape of _h_ spaaimen eventually shows a
tendency to flow. The specimen is untestable after 1,500 hours. Ex-
posure of an Elvax 150 sample crosslinkad with 1.5 phr of Lupersol i01
(no stabilisers) essentially paralleled the aging behavior of the un-
crosslinked Elvax 150. The major difference was general retention of its
initial physical form, prest_mably due to crosslinklng. Deterioration
involving yellowing and surface stickiness also resulted in termination
of this aging test at 1500 hours. Crosslinking of Elvax 150 alone is
insufflc_.ent to stop or suppress the action of UVphotooxidation.
Specimens _f cured and fully compounded A-9918 EVA were also exposed
!"
_o RS/4 UV at 50oC. No additional UV-screenlng films or covers ware
used. This exposure test involved two different lots of cured A-9918 EVA.
AS a _rial experiment, a small piece of cured A-9918 EVA was exposed _o
RS/4 to visually assess the aging behavior of this material, When this
...... == =.........inniiUIFJi I " n ni
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sample passed 3000 hours of exposure without any visual changes, it
was decided to initiate exposure of a larger quantity of cured A-9918
specimens in order to monitor optical and mechanical properties as a
fLu_ctlon of aging time. The InJ tial specimen, designated Lot l# was
left in the RS/4 chaucer to continue accumulating exposure time, and
the new batch of curad A-g918 EVA specimen_ were designated as Lot 2.
The optical and mechanical properties of Lot 2 A-9918 EVA, with up to
27,000 hours of exposure are given in the following table. At 27,000
hours there was very little change in the measured properties of the
cured A-9918 EVA. The sample ro_oved for testing was clear, had no
visible indications of any yellowing, was firm and non sticky to the
touch, and exhibited no change in its physical form. The Lot 1 sample,
having then accumulated 30,000 hours of exposure time, was also clear,
with no indlcations of degradation.
The Lot 1 material was finally terminated at a total of 40,000 hours of
exposure at which point a faint yellow color and small surface cracks
had appeared. The measured mechanical properties were still unaffected.
Accepting that 1300 hours of RS/4 exposure at 50Oc equates to 1 year of
outdoor exposure at 50°C, then 27,000 to 30,000 hours would correspond
to more than 20 years of outdoor UV exposure. For an array installation
having a peaking temperature near 55°C, there RS/4 data trends strongly
indicate the potential of 20-year service life for cured A-9918 EVA.
The test results from the RS/4 exposures are tabulated on the following
page.
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Proper_ies of Cured A-9918 EVA as a
FunCe_nn Of Exposure Time to RS/4 UV at.50___
Total InCesrated
L£mlC Tensile Strength Elongaci°n
LoC 2 Transm£ss£on a, aC Break, eC Break,
Specimens X tb/_nz Z
Control 91,0 1890 510
2,880 h 91.0 1930 631
5,760 h 90.5 1340 550
8,640 h 90.0 1460 590
13,120 h 90.0 1520 570
27,000 h 90.0 1870 560
Lot 1
Specimens
30,000 h (b) 1450 480
35,000 h (b) 1480 864
40,000 h (b) 1479 714
_' (a) Measured over 350 nm Co 800 n_ in 50 nmband in_rementa
(b) Znsufficient specimen available
I I I
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o. cataxys s
Many metals having two or more stable oxidation states are known for
t_
their abilitF to degrade polymers. Copper is particularly well known
for having a "pro-oxidant" activity in polyolefine and results in rapid
acceleration of normally slow oMidation rates. This effect is of con-
cern in the wire and cable industry where olefin resins are molded over
copper conductors and a whole class of polymer additives known as
"metal deactivators" have been developed in order Co inhibit this effect.
The presence of multivalent metals in polymers is believed to induce or
accelerate auto-oxidation in polymers by forming unstable coordination
complexes with polymer hydroperoxides. These hydroperoxidee then react
with the metal ion via an oxidation-reduction mechanism to give free
radicals which subsequently accelerate the degradation process. The
catalytic effect comes from the fact that the metal ion results in the
production of free radicals from both high or low oxidation states and
therefore "recycles" as shown:
ROOH + M n+--------->M(n+l) + OH" + R0-'%ROOH + M(n+l--_----_M n + H+  R00ov_
Very small amounts of soluble copper ions in the polymer may have a
dramatic effect on the oxidation rate. Metal deactivators are usually
"chelating" compounds that are thought to operate by two modes_ firstly,
complexing the copper ion in the polymer and rendering it chemically in-
active, and secondly, by forming a "passivation" layer on the surface of
the exposed metal. Although some of these compounds appear to work quite
well, it is generally acknowledged that the polymer that is not exposed to
catalytic metals is still more stable than the polymer that is exposed
to the metal and has a deactivating additive.
The pottant used in encapsulating PV modules will come in direct contact
with metallic conductors on the front and back sides of the cell. Con-
sequently, the possibility of chemical reaction, especially at high tem-
peratures, exists.
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Due to the use of metals (and possible use of copper) is exposed
conductors in Pv modules, a series of experlments were performed to
assess the seriousness of this condition. Zn the thermal aging program,
metal "corrosion" specimens were included in all conditions (60°, 85°'
105 ° and 130°C) and consisted of strips of copper, aluminum, and 60/40
lead/tin solder. Even at the highest temperatureeand at the longest
times,no adverse effects were noticed with the aluminum or solder. The
copper proved to be very catalytic, however w and resulted in discolora-
tion of the host resin and rapid dsterioratl " of physical properties.
Due to this observation, a series of experiments on metal deactivation
were conducted to determine if this effect could be inhibited through
the use of deactivator compounds or possibly by s/lane pas_ivation of the
copper surface.
Test specimens were prepared by molding the candidate resin formulation
over a copper screen to yield a coupon that could be monitored by spectro-
scopy. The earliest quantifiable sign of polymer degradation (non-
destructive) is yellowing, which is most easily monitored by measuring
the percent transmission at 450 ruu. The use of copper screen permits
the resin to come into inuimate contact with the resin and still be
monitored by transmission measurements. All resins were crosslinked
with 1.5 phr of Lupersol-TBEC and 0.2 phr of a metal deactivator (except
the control). Two metal deactivators were evaluated, MD-1024 (Cibs
Geigy) and Cyanox 2379 (P_nerican Cyanamid)o The Cyanox 2379 is not a
commercial product, however it was evaluated following a literature search
that indicated it to be the most effective deactivator for polyprcpylene
_! yet discovered. The t_st specimens were measured for color change and
: visible changes after thermal aging at i05°C in both air and nitrogen.
i _ The results are shown un the following page.
--4
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Metal Deaotiva,tor Evaluation .-
Deacl=Lvation Lifetime# hrSo _
,/
EV& (al_) None 650 '"
(croesl_nked w/1.5  Silana840 -
phz ,l_EC) Cyx 2379 g90
_D1024 1150
MD1024  8ilane1024
CyX 2379 + Silane 1320
(nitrogen a_.moephere) Cyx 2379 + Silane • 8500
(15299-3B-N 2)
As my be seen, silane treat_Qnt of l_he copper appears to provide a
chemical barrier that aids in Me corrosion decoupling of the polymer
and the metal° Additionally, silane treatment of "the copper appears to
improve the ef_ectlveness of the metal deactiva_r synergistically and
further extend the lifetime. The least metal catalyzed oxidation was
found rot those specimens including both metal deaotivator and silana
treated copper,
All of the specimens initially included in this test have failed, except
for one compounded with 0°2 phr of Cyanox 2379 metal deactivator and the
copper screen treated with Z-6030 silane. The specimen has been aging
in a nitrogen atmosphere for 8,500 hours with some yellowing of the poly-
mer and no signs of corrosion in the vicinity of the copper. This is re-
markable in comparison to the lifetime of the other specimens.
When compared to plain thermal aging without the presence of co_per, it
may be concluded that deactivators may help retard the pro-oxidant effect.
However, the absence of exposed copper will be required for long lifetimes
of polymers serving as pottants at rooftop array operation temperatures.
Due to the possible acceleration of ther_l oxidation effects by multivalent
metalsF other metals should be screened for activity. To da_e, no adverse
. o_
reaction have been found with the high temperature exposure of candidate
pottants t:o alumintuu, 'cad-tin solder (60/40), silver, nickel or titanlum, i
...f
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Elvax 150 can be degraded by UV photooxidatlon, thermal oxidation,
and by thermal decomposition of the acetate groups to acetic acid.
These degradation reactions are stated in order of decreasing severity,
and as protection against each in order is provided, the life and
associated peak service temperature of EVA encapsulant can be extended.
Observation of Elvax 150 suggests that the UV wavelengths deleterious
to this material, and necessary for UV photoxidation, are those shorter
than 360 nm. Isolation of Elvax 150 from these UV wavelengths, with UV-
_,! filtering outer covers and/or compounding additives such as Cyasorb
! UV-531, stops UV photooxidation, and effectively reduces the aging char-
acteristios of Elvax 150 to purely thermal effects.
The thermal effects encountered in module applications do not appear to
be severe enough to cause any detectable degradation, consequently the
property compounded material should have indefinite stability. The
results of accelerated aging conditions verify this conclusion. A brief
summary of observations and conclusions •concerning the aging of formulated
EVA pot,ant compound follows :
I. The first property to change appears to be color. Mild yellowing is
detected prior to any measurable change in any other property.
2. At 50°C EVA appears to be naturally resistant to thermal aging, or
undergoes • negligibly slow reaction. Even at a very severe 130Oc,
several months are required before there is much of any measurable
change in physical properties.
3. Protection from photothermal events is required and the use of a
bensophenone type UV screener with a HALS type stabilizer r_sults
in excellent performance.
4. The potential service llfe of EVA is most likely limited by the per-
manence of the stabilizer package and design considerations should
minimize the possibility for loss of these stabilisers vs thermal
evaporation or rainwater extraction.
i nliill • II III
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5. Zn te_s of modeling, the degradation curves are predominantly
"induction period" type, in which the properties begin to degrade .'_"
L,
after a long period of stability. The decay of measurable physical
properties does not resemble firat..order behavior.
6. RS/4 exposure has been foun_ useful for the accelerated aging of
polymers, however At is only practical for marginally stable com-
pounds. Exceptionally stable compounds, such as EVA 9918, take
four to five years to degrade and consequently it takes a long time
to obtain experimental results.
7. RS/4 - 85°C_ despite the increase in temperature, the candidate
pottants still perform extremely well in this exposure condition,
enduring 4,000 hours to date with no signiZicant property changes.
Unstabilized EVA and formulations without HALS type stabilizers de-
graded severely wlthin the firs_ 1,000 hours.
8. HALS stabilizers appear to be essential for the long life of EVA
formulations.
9. Metal catalyzed degradation is the most severe form of accelerated
aging discovered yet. The use of metal deactivators and silane
treatment of the metal surface definitely extend the lifetime, [
however, it is strongly suggested that exposure to metallic copper
he avoided , especially in high temperature applications.
No reactions are observed with aluminum, 60/40 solder nickel, silver
or titanium.
I
i I
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,.,. IV. ACCEX_P, ATED AGXNG AND LXFETXME STUDIES
' A. Backcjround
The candidate encapsulation materials being investigated in this project
are intended for the construction of solar cell modules for terrestrial
deployment and consequently mast be capable of enduring the operating
temperaturesp insolation, precipitation and other elements of the out-
door exposure in the geographical region selected. Although the severity
of these conditions may be fairly accurately gauged (¢11_£c atlas,
weather records, etc. ) the l££etlme and performance of individual materials
or combinations of materials is not as easily assessed. The chemical path-
ways and rates at which materials age in outdoor exposures are very complex
and predictive techniques often turn out to be inaccurate.
The degradation of polymeric materials in outdoor weathering is caused pri-
marily by sunlight, especially the Jltraviolet component. The deteriorat-
ing effect of light is usually enhanced by the presence of oxygen, moisture,
heat, abrasion, etCo and is more accurately referred to as photooxidation,
resulting from the combined effects of oxygen and sunlight. Sunlight at
the earth's surface (filtered by the ozone layer) begins at 290 nm in the
ultraviolet and continued through the visible ranges out to approximately
2,600 nm in the infrared. It is the ultraviolet portion of the spectrum
(290 to 400 nm) that results in most of the photo-lnduced changes in poly-
meric materials.
Plastics vary considerably in their ultraviolet absorbing properties, but
few are completely transparent in the 290 to 400 nm range. Once the radiant
energy has been absorbed, the likelihood of chemical action will depend on
the degree of absorption and the stability of the chemical bonds in the polymer.
The induced chemical modifications are responsible for the deterioration of
optical and nmchanical properties and usually result in reductions of tensile
strength, elongation and transparency. Specially formulated stabilizers
are frequently used to interrupt this degradation chemistry end extend the
service life of the polymer.
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Accele:ated tests a:e also used to assess long term aging effects and
compare the effectiveness o_ stabilizers in providing improved pro-
Csction against environawntal deterioration. Typically, p_,perties such ..
as tensile st:ength, elongation at break, apparent modulus, resistance
to flex cracking and other properties are measured on samples aged for
known periods of tame under specified conditions. These tests are use-
ful for de_ez_Ln£n_ the relative staMility of polymers and formulations,
bu_ correlation with actual serviceis infrequent.
In o:der _o assess the relative stability of individual polyme:s and
determine the effectiveness of vaz_ing formulations, Springborn
Laboratories is _onduc_tng a prog=a:of accelerated aging and life
predictive strategies tha_ should be useful fo= = (a) rating, ranking
and =efomulating candAdate encapsulation _terials, (b) generating
p=actical data that relate to material perfoz_ance under use conditions,
and (c) generating data that may be useful in some type of prQdictive
manner for life assessment.
The goals are being meC by using the scheme presented in the following
diagram:
MATERIALS
I REFORMULATION I
l
RATING AND
RANKING
(AGING}
m
FAILURES _.--------.._ PROMISING
LIFE
ASSESSMENT "°
(SURVIVORS)
l
This method is £ntended to serve as a multipurpose da_a source.
I
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The stresses to which materiels are exposed =onsist of =he following,
either singly or combined:
(a) Thermal stress (heat aging}
-- in inert atmosphere
in air
ib) Ultraviolet stress (UVexposure)
(c) Hydrolytic stress (water exposure)
(d) Catalytic stress (metal catalyzed oxidation)
(e) Combined stresses (any of the above together)
The effects of these stresses on the candidate encapsulation materials is
determined by measuring specific properties as a function of time. These
properties were selected for their relevance _o module service life and were
chosen from four categories considered _o be potentially life-limiting,
as follows:
Mechanical: tensile strength, elongation, gel content,
Optical: yellowing, haze, optical transmission from
0.4 to i.i microns
Chemical: loss of stabilizers, degradation, corrosion of
interconnect metalization, metal catalyzed
reactions, outgassing
Dielectric: field stress degradation, decay of breakdown
strength, leak current, loss of electrical
isolation
- For the evaluation of individual materials and/or combinations of materials,
a number of exposure oondltions are being used, as follows:
i. Thermal Aging: This method employs _he e×_osure of specinens to
heat in an air oven. Atmospheres of air and nitrogen are both used.
2. RS/4 Exposure: This method uses the well accepted RS/4 suni_,p as
a source of ultraviolet radiation and specimens are exposed on a
.... rotating wheel beneath the lamp at a tempera:ure of 50°C. Both dr),
i and "wet" cycles (with water spray) are used.
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Z_4-85°C_ This is the same exposure as (2) except the3. _emper-
ature has been increased to include an additional stress.
4. Controlled Environment P_ac_rs: These are devices designed and
supplied by JPL and consist of chambers contalnln_ high power
medium pressure mercury arc l_ups a water spray nozzle.
5. Metal .Catalyzed Oxida_ionz This condition is essentially thermal
aging in the presence of metal (copper) which is known to rapidly
accelerate degradation reactions.
6. Outdoor Site Ex_gsuress Individual materials as well as whole modules
have been exposed in Phoenix, Arizona and at Springborn*s facilities
at Enfleld, Connecticut.
The details of these experiments and the results obtained have been docu-
mented in previous reportSo TM These methods have been useful for some
comparisons of the relative durability of materials, but within particular
limitations. These are:
(a) The use of light sources that do not duplicate the sun's
spectrum and have an inconsistent output with respect to time
(lamp darkening).
(b) Exceedingly long exposure times are required (sometimes several
years) are required before the test specimen shows any sign of
degradation.
(c) Unpredictable correlations between test exposure conditions, and
actual outdoor field exposur_so
(d) Conditions that do result in relatively rapid degradation intro-
duce overs_resses that may now introduce chemical mechanisms that .:
would nut be found in field operations,
(el In general, the conditions are too "artificial" and do non re....
semble outdoor environmental conditions.
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Due to these objections, a different approach was considered to the aging
of candidate encapsulation materials - the use of O_tdoor Photo Thermal
aging devices (OPTAR)o These are devices recently constructed at Sprin_-
born Laboratories that constitute a new approach to accelerated weather-
(a)
ingo
The predominant cause of outdoor deterioration is photothermal aging; the
combination of heat and ultraviolet light. In all the laboratory techniques
devised to date, it is mainly the light that is increased {photoacceleration)
through the use of arcs and discharge lamps. In thsOPTAR reactors, natural
sunlight is used as the light source and only the specimen temperatare is
increased. The OPTAR reactors consist of heated aluminum blocks surfaced with
stainless steel and mounting hardware to hold the test specimens flush with
the surface. The reactors are tilted at 45°C south and the device turns on
at sunrise and off at sunset. Three temperatures have initially been se-
lected: 70°C, 90°C, i05°C. This approach eliminates the difficulties associ-
ated with the irregular spectrum of artificial light sources, exposes the
specimens to other environmental conditions such as rain and pollution, and
additionally incorporates a dark cycle. The only acceleration, therefore, is
in the temperature, all other environmental conditions being present in their
natural occurrence and intensity. In summary, the OPTAR device is considered
to have the following advantages:
(a) uses natural sunllght, thsref,_re avoids the spectral distribution
problems encountered with artificial light sources,
(b) uses temperature to accelerate the photothsrmal reactions and is
easily controllable,
(c) includes dark-cycle reactions that are a natural part of field
exposure,
(d) includes dew and rain water extraction effects,
(e) Subject of a paper to be publashed in fall of 1985.
I I II ill I|I
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(e) more closely ra_embles the environmental conditions experienced I
by solar modules,
(f) easily accomodates both dlscreta materials and entire modules, and
(g) may be set at any temperature desired for the purposes of varying
the acceleration rate or extrapolating to lower temperatures.
Blueprints used in the construction of the OPTAR devices are included in the
appendix, Figures 4 through 7,
a. Individual Formulation
The outdoor photothermal aging reactors are operating very well and the
temperature control at the surface is excellent. Of all the accelerated
aging methods explored at $pringborn Laboratories, this one results in
degradation of candidate materials in the shortest time yet observed.
At the 2,000 hour exposure point, all specimens oZ all candidate en-
capsulation materials have failed at the I05°C temperature, and at 90°C
a number of materials have been terminated. At the 70°C condition, only
one failure has been observed. The end of life for specimens on the
OPTAR appears different than for failures under exposure to the RS/4
conditions, CERs or thermal aging. There is usually some decrease in
the gel content and the formation of yellow coloration, however the
polymer lose their physical properties by becoming "cheesy" and losing
I tensile strength, elongation and modulus. At termination, the resins
usually have to be scraped off the surface of the OPTAR and no mechanical
properties can be measured. This may be the case even when the gel
content is still high. This effect is sometimes observed in polymers
in which there are simultaneous chain sclssion and crosslinking reactions i
occurring. The effect is that the gel content remains high from cross-
].inking reactions, but the physical properties resulting from high ._lec-
ular weight chains is lost. It is not known yet if this is the case
with the OPT specimens. Summarized dJta for the OPTAR specimens is shown
in the following table.
.J
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Individual Fgrmulationsl OPTAR Ez|_9_!I_*_ '
Materie, i Per fo_nnee Temperature TAme
............. (°c) . ,, nour_____
EVA 16718B {TBEC, UV2098, Degraded, "cheesy" 70 2,000
n_oTinuvin-770)
EVA A9918 Degraded, "cheesy" 90 2,000
EVA 16718A (TBEC, []V2098, Degraded, '_shsssy" 90 lw000
Tinuvin-770)
EVA 16718B (no Tinuvin- Degraded 90 1,000
770}
EMA 15257 Yellow, "cheesy" 90 2,000
PU Z-2591 Very dark color, very 90 2,000
stioky, but OK mechanical
properties. Cannot be
handled.
EVA A9918 "Cheesy" with some flow, 105 2,000
! very tacky
_- EVA 16718B (noTinuvin- "Cheesy" with flow, no 105 1,000
770) color, cannot be tested,
tacky.
EMA 15257 Yellow color, "cheesy" 105 2,000
PU Z-2591 Dark color, very tacky, 105 2,000
cannot be tested.
As this table shows, the first useful result of the OPTAR devices are that
materials may be brought to degradation in relatively short periods of time
under conditions similar to those that might be experienced in worst-case
field conditions. This permits the development and comparative performance
testing of formulations in reasonable short periods of time. An example
is the comparative evaluation of HALS stabilisers for the light stabilizatlon
of EVA. Test specimens were prepared from crosslinked Elvax 150 using 0.1%
of a commercially available HALS compound as the only stabilizer. These
". specimens were then exposed cn the OPTAR at 90°C and the percent ultimate
elongation m_asured as a function of time. The results are graphed as
follows:
I
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These results indicate _hat Cyaeorb UV-3346 (American CyanamAde)
is clearly a b_ttsr choice of HALS stabilizer for use in EVA.
Once the OPTARS were found to be useful for the accelerated aging
of polymers An reasonably short periods of tire, experiments were
conducted to determine if some type of predictive methodology could
be applied.
b. Predictive Moldelin_
A number of approaches to data modeling may be considered, the simplest
being first order behavior in which the log of the property being
measured is linear over time. Th/S rela_ionshAp may be used easiiy for
life prediction, especially when the reaction rats is proportional to
the temperature (AErhenlue relatlonshi_}. Polymer degradation is fre-
quently a complex relationship of many competAng chemical reactions,
however, and may shift dramatically with subtle changes in temperature,
light intensity, additives, etc. The behavior most frequently observed
is the "InductAon period" type in which the degradation rats suddenly
changes and the propsr_y vs. time curve shows a sharp downward trend°
.i
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The tim _ the onmet of t_t_im change is the induction pmriod and £|
often used to masure the efficiency of antloxidantsp (isothermal
DTA), This appgoach was used in modeling the OPTAE conditions with
the assumption _at the mechanism of degradation is consistent over
the 70°C to i05°C range.
o.
Polypropylene was selected as am odel polymer for this test due to
the fact that its induction period, t i, is sharp and easily Measured.
This is shown as a sudden drop in the elongation at break. Tensile
bats of unst_ilized compression molded polypropylene were placed on
the OPTAR devices at the three temperatures and the log of the induction
period measured as a function of reciprocal temperature° The follow-
ing graph shows that the relationship is linear end a close approxi-
mation to the Arrhenius function exists.
OPTAR De_radatlon of Polypropylene
Induction PeriOd, ti
Hours
200 qO0 1000
160
!- "\
..... " _" 60
I IIII
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This data is extremely encouraging and suggests that wherever an ..
induction period can be identified, the possibility for predictive
modeling exists. Statistical extrapolation through these points
to a _ean ambient temperature of 20°C gives a predicted life
(induution period) of 2,300 hours (three months), which is known
to be the actual life of pclypropylene in outdoor aging at the same
exposure site. This fact adds to the credibility of this method,
however more data must be taken (and with different polymers) to ....
thoroughly validate this approach.
Co Module Exposure
If this model can be applied to EVA formulationsw or other components
of solar module encapsulation, then life time prediction may become
possible by extrapolating the curve to lower temperatures and long
periods of tame. It will also give an indication of the upper level
service temperature that can be tolerated for a thirty year module
life. The main intention of the OPT devises was to age modules, how-
ever. Trial modules were constructed and deployed on the OPTARs in
order to determine how material might behave in the context of a
module.
Four types of "mini" modules were prepared of 5'_8.25" size, each con-
taining two interoonnectsd 90 nun diameter n_lar cells (Solar Power
Corporation, Woburn, MA)° Each module consisted of the following com-
ponents| (a) glass primed with 11861 primer, (b) the EVA formulation,
(c) the cell pair, (d) the second layer of EVA, and (e) a back cover
film of white Tedlar (200BS30WH).
The mod_,les were prepared by the usual vacuum bag lamination tech-
nique coated with a layer of primer (68040) and four EVA formulations
prepared, each test a formulation variable, as follows_
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Module Formulations
• Module Number Pottant For_ulatlons
Formulation No.
16747-1 A9918 Standard Formulation,
(Lupereol 101, UV-531,Tinuvin 770)
! 16747-2 16718A Advanced EVA Formulation:
(TBEC, UV-2098, Tinuvin 770)
16747-3 16717 Advanced EMA Formulation:
(TBEC, UV-2098_ Tinuvin 770)
16747-4 14747 Experimental EVA Formulation:
(Lupereol 101, UV-2098, Tinuvin
770)
i
In addition, each module was prepared with a l" x 0.75" piece of un-
treated copper mesh encapsulated in the pottant to determine the
severity oE copper activation effects. The modules were evaluated by
visual inspection. Tab.lee of results appear in the appendix, pages
i , A-I through A-12o
The following table gives the general results of module performance on
OPTAR reactors after 5000 hours of exposure.
i_ OPTAREx_osure: Modules
N_be._r Pottant CQm_onent 70Oc 90°C 105°C
i_i 16147-1 EVA A9918 Pottant 1 A2 A4
Copper A2 A2, E3 A5, E5
Glass 1 1 B
Metallzaticn 1 C2 1
16147-2 EVA 16718A Pottant 1 1 A2
Copper 1 1 A4
i:ii Glass 1 1 B
i_._ MetalizatiDn 1 C2 l
16718-3 EMA 16717 Pottant 1 1 A2
Copper 1 1 A4
Glass 1 1 B
Metallzation 1. 1 1
16718-3 EVA 14747 Pottant 1 A3 A4
_ Copper 1 A2 A3
Glass B B B
Metalization 1 C3 C3
°.. J
A m cli_ol_rati_D 1 _ nO =hangs
B - broken fractured 2 = slight change
C m corrosion (metalization) 3 = noticeable
D _ delaminatiun 4 - moderate
E _ flow/melt 5 - severe
i I
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In all casesw_e first change to be noticed _as slight discolora_ion i
in the vioinityof the copper mesh. This was also anticipated to be
the first source of degradatlon, however at 70°C it is barely notice- ""
able after 5,000 hours and is only found in cne module (EVA A9918) o
Apart from this effect, there are no other changes that can be ob-
served in any of the modules at the 70°C/5000 hour ccndition.
At 90°C the copper discoloration became noticeable An two modules
(both using Lupersol-101 as the curing agent), and at i05°C was
dramatically visible in all four. In addition to the strong orange/
brown color around the copper mesh, signs of flow of the pottant could
also be found, especially in the module using EVA A-9918. In the 90°C/
5000 hour condition, a few other effects became noticeable. Some dis-
coloration (yeJlowing) of the portent was found An the module prepared
with EVA 9918 and EVA 14747. Both of these formulations have the
similarity of being cured withLupersol-101, which suggests that this
curing agent might result in slightly less photostable compositions than
_e Luper_ol -TBEC used in the other two compositions.
Also at 90°C, small amounts of corrosion (presumably} around the inter-
connects, could be noticed in the form of slight haze and yellowing.
These areas are very small, hcwever, and do not appe,r to threaten the
electrical functioning of the module. Interestingly, these "corrosion"
effects were not noticed in the 105CC exposure.
At the 105°C/5000 hour test point, degradative effects were now quite
noticeable. The glass outer covers all showed meandering cracks due to
thermal shock, the copper catalyzed degradation of the pottant was strik-
ing and all the portents showed some degre_ of discoloration.
No broken cellsr or change in the electrical funQtions, was found in any
of the cells. Of the four formulations tested, the least amount of
change was found in the module fabricated with EVA formula 16718A. This
is an experimental "advanced" fcrmul_tion cured with LupsrsoI-TBEC and
containing the co-reacted UV-2098 ultraviolet screener and Tinuvin-770
HALS Compound. These experiments have proven to be very useful in,
J
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(i) demonstrating the performance enhancement of advanced formulations,
and (2) showing that th_ encapsulation components are much more stable
when incorporated _nto a module than _en exposed alone. This is the
purpose of encapsulationF to provide a combination of materials that
mutually enbnnce each others service life in order to maximize module
performance. These experimental modules will continue under OPTAR ex-
posure until total loss of electrical output is observed.
I I
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V. HARDBOARD SUBSTRATES
At the beginning of the solar cell encapsulation program, the need for
a rigid load bearing support for the cells became obvious and two basic
"styles" of solar cell encapsulation became apparent: superstza_e and
substrate. The superstrate design supports the cells on the sunlit side
and the substrate style supports the cells from the underside. A study
then followed to explore the economic merits of both styles in order to
discover the most cost-effective design. This study commenced with a
first-cut engineering analysis to determine the cost and mechanical per-
formance of candidate substrate materials. The working model was con-
sidered to be of 1.2 meters length, 0.4 meters width with requirement of
having a center-point deflection of no more than 6 _ at a 50 ib/ft 2 wind
loading. This criteria permitted a stress-strain equation to be calculated
in which the thickness and flexural modulus of candidate materials could
be substituted. Published values of modulus, density and cost per pound
then permitted an extensive survey of candidates to be compared. _ ) This
work was further extended at JPL to the creation of "Master curves" that
serve as design tools for the calculation of solar cell stresses based on
any combination of structural panel parameters, pottant properties, thermal
stresses, wind loadings and combined stresses.
The results of these surveys suggest that the load bearing element, either
substrate or superstrate will be the most expensive single component in
the encapsulation package. Given the overall encapsulation cost goal of
$14.00/m 2 (1980 dollars), the load bearing element may amount to as much
as 50% of the cost, or up to $7.00/m 2.
Surveys have identified potential construction materials on the basis of
the flexural strength required to meet the load deflection specifications
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and the cost of the material at the required thickness. The lowest cost-
ing materials identified to date as are followsl ....
Module Substrates
Candidate .Material Estimated Cost
Hardboards (Masonite, "Super-Dorlux",
Ukiah Standard Hardboard) 0.14 1.52
Strandboard (Potlatch-under development) 0.17 1.80
Glass-reinforced concrete (MBA Associates) 0.60 6.50
Mild steel (28 gauge) 0.25 2.70
(base cost approx. 1¢ per sq. ft.
per mil of thickness)
Although these products represent the lowest costing construction mate-
rials suitable for the application, they all have weathering deficiencies
that must be compensated before they are suitable candidates. Coatings
for the environmental protection of mild steel have been evaluated in
(_
previous re[_orts.
HaTdboards! Coati_
Hardboard has been found to have the best cost/performance ratio of any
structural material investigated as a candidate substrata to date.
Mechanical analysis shows that 1/4" hardboard at cost in the range of $O.18
to $0.20 per square foot offers the highest flexural strength at the low-
est possible cost. Only a single reinforcing rib in the longitudinal
direction is requried for the fabrication of a 2' x 4' substrata module.
The difficulty with the use of hardboard is that an additional cost com-
ponent must be included for some type of protective treatment. Hardboards
are very hydroscopic materials, with coefficients of hydroscopic expan-
sion in the order of two magnitudes larger than the coefficient of ther-
mal expanslon (a). In order for these materials to be used effectively,
(a) Coefficient of hydroscopic expansion measured to be approx. 5 x 10-5
i,/in/% RH.
I
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the dimensional changes that occur with the uptake and loss of water
must be eliminated. There are no inexpensive chemical treatments that
can be used to prevent the hardboard from being hygroscopic and there
do not appear t_ be any occlusive paints t_at are capable of preventing
the intrusion of water, as either liquid or vapor. The proposed solu-
tion to this problem iB the application of some type of film material
that is either totally occlusive, such as a metal foil, or partially oc-
clusive such as a polymer film. The protective film need not be totally
occlusive as long as the water vapor permeation rate is low enough to
d_p out the effects of varying humidity in the environment.
Due to the tendency for hardboards to dessicate very rapidly under these
conditions, the protective films must be applied without the vacuum
lamination process. It is necessary to "seal in" an amount of water equal
to the seasonal mean humidity so that there is no gradual trend for the
hardboard to change its dimension through gradual gain or loss of water.
Solar cell fabrication using these materials necessitates a "split
process" in which the unmounted "module" of encapsulated solar cells is
prepared in a vacuum process and then laminated to the hardboard under
ambient temperature and pressure conditions in a subsequent step. This
prevents exposure of the hardboard dessicatin_ conditions. The encapsu-
late_ solar cell assembly constitutes the protective film on the top side
and therefore only one other is needed for the underside.
Selecting the costing-out candidate protective films for this application
is not too difficult, however, the major concern has been the cost of
the process in which the films are attached to the hardboard to produce
a "module ready" substrate. This has required careful consideration of
the types of adhesives to be used, application machinery, cure cycles,
raw materials handling, factory operation, equipment costs, depreciation,
etc.
" i
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The attached pages in the appendix provide the detail for a "typical"
.manufacturing operation i_ which a flexible la,llnate of encapsulated
solar cells forms one of the protective water vapor barriers for the
hardboard and an occlusive film is used to cover the opposite side.
Due to the fact that the attachment of 'the cell string to the load bear-
ing member occurs in _ states, we are using the term "split process"
to designate this type of fabrication., _e appendixed pages give the
manufacturing and cost details considered in this process. Pages A14
through AI5 gives the sequence of manufacturing steps requlr_d; page &16
shows the Production Flow Chart, and pages AI7 and AI8 give the resulting
cost estimates in 1984 and 1980 dollars, respectively. The supporting
calculations used in the preparation of these estimates have been pub-
lished in a previous document.
The results of this analysis indicate that the process only cost for
fabrication of _qmodules by the "split process" using hardboards is
about $2.46/m 2 in 1980 dollars, and about $3.19/m 2 in 198.4 dollars. This
is process cost and does not include any raw materials such as adhesives,
films, or solar cells. This cost is addiCiona_l to the cost of preparing
modules by the vacuum bag process in a single step in which glass is
usually used, and a completed module results. Soda-lime glass is cur-
rently about $9.70 per square meter. The s_21it process would employ the
same vacuum bag cycle for solar cell encapsulation at $6.08/m2, (7) and
add about $3.19/m 2 for the split process, about $1.80/m 2 for the hardboard
and (for e:_ample) $i.10 per square meter for adhesives and the back cover
film for a.total of 512.17/m 2 total process cost. This would constitute
a savings of $3.61/m 2 over the cost of a glass super_trate module costing
$15.78/m 2. This potential cost reduction indJ.cates the split process J.de;,
is worthy of further _nvsstigation and should now be costed out, incl_di_,g
raw materials for a _,ore accurate comparison.
............... :_ :=. .....
|1
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The power output of photovolta_c modules is reduced by the acaumulation
of soil on the surface. The loss is du_ to shadowing of the sell,and
losses of several percent may result. To_inimize perfoz_an=e losses caused
by soiling, _hotovoltaic modules not only should be deployed in low-soiling
geographical areas, but also should have surfaces or surfacing materials with
low affinity for soil retention, maximum susceptibility to natural removal
by winds, rain, and snow; and should be readily cleanable by simple and in-
expensive maintenance cleaning techniques.
The theoretical aspects of soiling have been addressed recently in documents
by the Jet Propulsion Laboratory_4)"The basic findings of these studies show
that the rate of soil accumulation in the same geographical area is material
independent and that rainfall functions as a natural cleaning agent. The
effectiveness of the cleaning effect of the rain is material dependent, how-
e_ero
_ased on the postulated mechanisms for soil retention on surfaces, certain
characteristics of low-soiling surface_ may be assumed. They are, (a) hard,
(b) smooth, (c) low in surface energy, (d) chemically clean o_ water soluble
salts, and (e) chemically clean of sticky materials. It is possible that cost
effective coatings having these properties may exist and be applled to solar
module surfaces. This may result in low maintenance costs and preserve the
effective generation of power from these m_ules.
Over the past few years Springborn Laboratories has evaluated the effective-
ness of low surface energy treatments applied to candidate outer cover materials
for use in solar modules, These candidate materials currently consist of low-
iron glass, T,_dJar fluorocarbon film (DuPont) and a blaxially oriented acrylic
f_lm (Acryla_; product X-22417, 3M Corp.). These materials are all relatively
hard, s,_ot[_ and free of water soluble residues and experiments were conducted
to deter_ise if an improvement in soiling resistance could be obtained by the
application of low surface energy treatments.
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A survey of coating materials showed that very few commercial matsrisl_ exist
that could he useful for this purpose and that some experimental compounds had
to he synthesized.
The antl-soillng ex_erlments initially used seven treatments that included
fluorocarbons# acrylics _Id silicone based materials. After the first year
of exposure it became clear that a number of candidates were ineffective and
were consequently discontinued. Four treatments were continued in order
to assess the long term performance in an outdoor soiling enviro_snt, as
follows:
i. L-1668, an experimental fluorochemical silane produced by 3M Corporation
that is used to impart water and oil repellency to glass surfaces. This
material is not yet commercial.
2. L-1668 following treatment of the surface with ozone activation (for the
organic films only).
3. Dew Coming E-3820-103B, and experimental treatment consisting of per-
fluorodecanoic acid coupled to a silans (Z-6020). This compound is not
commercially available , but is easily prepared.
4. The E-3820-103B following surface trearuaent with ozone to create active
sites on the organic polymer films.
These candidates consist of two surface coatings, but four treatments. Each
coating is applied with and without surface treatment with ozone in order tc
activate bonding chemistry at the surface and enhance adhesion. No ozone treat-
ment is used with the glass because surface activation is not required in this
case.
These coatings/treatments were applied to each of the three candidate outer sur-
faces using the recommended application technique. The organic film materlalu,
T¢dlar and Acrylar were supported by a piece of glass on the underside, and
attached with a colorless and ultraviolet stable pressure sensitive edhesive.
The completed test coupons were then mounted in outdoor racks on the roof of
Springborn Laboratories' facil_ties in Enfield, ConnecticUt. Evaluation is
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performed monthly and a record of _nln£all is also kept in order to correlate
soiling effects with precipitate.on.
The degree of soiling on the completed specimens was measured by power trans-
s_ssion using a specially designed standard cell device. This instrument
measuresEhe drop in short circuit current, Isc, when the soiling specimen is
placed between the standard cell and the light source. This value is then
compared to control and the percent decrease calculated.
The results of 38 months of outdoor exposure are shown graphically in figures
8 through i0 of the appendix. Only the best treatment and the control
values are plotted, for clarity. Observation of the data reveals that a
fluctuating, but generally increasing loss in power is found for all specimens.
The degree of loss varies according to the type of surface tree,tent and the
particular month of exposure.
$unadex glass, and the treatments applied to it, gave specimens with the best
overall inherent soil resistance. The control,and most of the coated specimens,
followed the same pattern of rising and falling simulataneously throughout the
exposure period in agreement with the amount of rainfall. The winter months
showed a dramatic decrease in power in all cases. A constant differential was
found between the control measurements and the two most effective coatings, as
may be seen in the figures.
The best overall coating is found to be the compound designated E-3820 and gives
reductions in I that are .5 to 1% higher than the untreated control specimen.
ac
The estimated average power gain resulting from the self-cleaning property of
this costing is in the order of 1% over the thirty-eighu month period.
The Acrylar acrylic film formulations soiled much more severely than the Sunadex
glass specimens. All the specimens steadily lost power throughout the exposure
period0 however almost all of the treatments had a beneficial effsct. The un-
coated control specimens soiled very badly and,at one point (10th month),drop-
ped to a low -10.8% power loss. After the twelfth month, the control value
re_urnecl to a -7.8% power loss, with ,_st of the treated specimens showing a
4 to 5% loss." The effectiveness of the coatings/treatments may be compared by
J
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. Anti-soillng Tr_tmu!_t_: Aeryl_/r
Coating Tr_at_mnt 38 Month I_se I_% Is_
q ....... m ....
Control, none -8.7%
L-1668 -5.8%
Ozone, L-1668 -6.3%
E-3820 -5.8%
Ozone, E-3820 -1.5%
As wee found with the Sunedex glass specimens, the treatment based on
E-3820 appears to be the bast, but ozone activation of the surface is
required in order to get the compound to bond and form a durable coating.
The use of this treatment on Acrylar resulted in a spectacular improvement
in short circuit current, as may be seen in Figure 8 (appendix}. Based on
the difference between the _ontrol and treated values, the estimated average
improvement in power is in the order of 3.9%°
The third, and last, candidate outer surface to be investigated was Tedlar
(IOOBG30UT), a transparent UV absorbing film of poly(vinyl fluoride) manu-
factured by DuPont. As with the Acrylar film, this material was mounted on
glass squares with a pressure sensitive acrylic adhesive and deployed with
the usual series of coatings/treatments. The overall performance of these
specimens was better than the Acrylar, but worse than the Sunadex glass.
The control degraded steadily in power throughput reaching almost 9% loss in
the te_th month and the slowly recovered to a 4% to 6% loss that varied over
the exposure period.
All ths coatings/treatments applied to the Tedlar were more efficient in
retarding soil accumulation than the control. As with the previous two candi-
dates, the fluorosilana treatments gave the bust performance, the best , ag_n,
being the E-3820 compound, which consistantly gave a 4% to 5% improvemeIlt in
performance over the exposure period.
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After 38 months of exposure the Isc values were found to be:
Anti-soiling Treatments: Tedlar
Coating Treatment 38 Month Loss in sc
,, _ .
Control, none -4.8%
L-1668 -5.0%
Ozone, L-1668 -3.6%
E-3820 -2.1%
Ozone, E-3820 -3.9%
As previously, the E-3820 formulation is the most effective, however
the ozone treatment does not appear to be necessary. Although the treat-
ments still appear to be effective after the three year exposure time
some weathering effects.
All the specimens retrieved from the outdoor aging racks were found to have
lost a good deal of their water repellency. When sprayed with a jet of
distilled water, all the exposed surfaces showed wetting, even the Sunadex/
E-3820 specimen. In contrast, freshly treated surfaces are conspiciously
water repellent and water droplets head up instantly. An attempt was made
to determine the surface energy of the exposed specimens by the contact angle
technique, employing liquids of varying surface uension, however difficulties
were encountered with the measurements and no meaningful data resulted.
In summary, low surface energy treatments based on fluorosilane chemistry
appear to be effective in retarding the acc_ulation of dirt on the =andidate
outer surfaces of interest. The most effective soil retardant treatments
identified to date are: for Suna.=x glass, E-3820! for Acrylar, ozone activa-
tion followed by E-3820; and fc : Tedlar, treatment with E-3820 but with no
ozone activation. After three years of outdoor exposure, the best treat-
ments still gave improvements of 2-1/2% to 4% in light throughput measured
with a standard cell an_ light source. The removal of accumulated soll cor-
related well with rainfall, but not with preoipitation as snowfall.
: ............ :: ......... _' ................ ........ ............... I::: ::1 I: :] I:1 T I] I1 " JliiJlJJ........... II .....
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The obvious visual difference in _he we_ing of sx_ssd versus freshly
prepared specimens indicates that the low surface tension trea_ents are
prone to either chemical degradation or physical loss and may have to be
replenished on a periodic basis. A maintenance schedule needs to be
determined based on the cost of produced power gained by _mploying the
coatings versus the cost of routine _intenanoe required for cleaning and
recoating the surfaces. This study will be performed An the proceeding
months of this program and the cost effectiveness of these approaches will
be determined.
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VII. FUTUItE WORK
In the next ysart_ work, Springborn Laboratories will continue with some of
the teoh_Ical topics included in this report and will also introduce some
new areas of study relating to module performance. The research topics will
include the followings
I. Outdoor Photo Thermal A_in_ Reaotors(OPTAR)
Aging experiments will continue with these devices with the inclusion
of whole modules, advanced pottant formulations, optical test specimens,
dielectric test specimens and more calibration materials. Experiments
will be conducted to model the kinetics of degradation and enhance the
predictive capabilities of this approach.
2. Advnaced Stabilizers:
Experiments have shown that some new ultraviolet stabilizers recently in-
troduced on the market offer enhancement in performance. These compoundse
being co-reactive ultraviolet absorbers and high molecular weight HALS
compounds, will be used for the preparation Of technically advanced grades
of EVA end will be evaluated for suitability in PV module applications.
3. Dielectric Testing:
One of the performance criteria for pottants is that they provide electrical
isolation between the electrically conductive components of the module.
The dielectric strength of the pottant materials appears to be more than
adequate for this application, however it is not currently known if this
insulation strength changes or degrades with environmental exposure. A
series of dielectric _zoperty test experiments have been started that
assess the "intrinsic dielectric strength" of the candidate pottant (in
DC mode) and can subsequently be used to determine if this value changes
with time. Test specimens from accelerated aging conditions will be used
to eMamine the effects of aging on this important property.
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MOD_LE EXPOSURE
_d
!_ No_ebook Numbe=s 16747-_ Tes_ Site: Enfieid. Ct.
;; Exposu=e Conditions OPT-70_C Size: 5 I/2"x 9" 2.¢eU
Construe=lens Gl_ss (11861)/ EVA 9918 /Ce.s(l1861) /EYA/TO_Isr 200BS30YIH -
i _68040 )
EXposures HO_ES l,O00 Z, O00 3,000 4,0DO 5.000
m TII_ Dace 11/2/83
12/t4/84 1/24/84 $I7/84 4/18/84 S/30/_4Ra£n2a_it Znc_es
8t3s 1.8 3.93 3.60
m Condition 1
Voltage, VOC
U C11E_en_t ZI¢
Cell Mecal_sac£on 1 1 I 1 1
Z_te_coflnec_S 1 1 I I 1
ac edgez 1 1 1 I !
£ncernallyz 1 1 _ 1 1
i outer cover 1 1 1 I 1 !
Bac_ Cove_ 1 I I ! 1
3ealan_ i
Gasket. I,
= '_o_anc l I I 1 l
Poccanc + Copper 1 1 1 1 A2
Potuanc Delamlna_ion: I I I l I
Cells  ,V_CeliIza_ionl 1 l _ |
_ncerccr_lec_s
= 1 I I I 1
Outer Cove_ 1 _ l l l
Back CoveE 1 I l 1 1
_n
4_
0
i
A - Dlscoloca_ion _ - NO change
B - Broken/fractured 2 - Sligh_ Chan_e
C m Corrosion 3 - _o_icahle
D - Del_ine_on 4 m Hode=a_n
E m Flow/melt $ m SeveEe
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MODrJLE _XPOSURE
Notebook Nu.'_ber: 16747-Z TIS_ SA_e: Enfleld. C_
Exposu=e Condition: OPT-?0 ®c Size: S II2"x9" 2-ce_
Cons_ruc_Aon: Glus(11861)/EVA 16718A/ce_s(11861)/EVA/TedILr 200BS30WH-
( 68040 ) ( TBEC/Z0991770 )
Exposure, _ours 1,000 2,000 I 3,000 4,000 S,O00
Tes_ D_e 11/2/83 12/14/83;1/24/B4 3/7/84 4/18/84 5/30/84
Re_n:ell, Xnohes 8.3S J 1.8 3.93 3.60
m Con_on I 1 1 I 1
Voi_nqe,
o Vo_
Cell Me_ai_ze_on l 1 1 1 |
m "_n_erconnec_s 1 1 1 I 1
a_ edge: I I I I I
Z in_ernally: I 1 I I I
outer cover 1 ! 1 ! |
Bac_ Cover 1 1 1 | !
Sealan_
Gas_e_
_o_an_ 1 I I 1 |
Po_=an_ + copper I I I I I
_IPo_=an_ Dela_inkulon:
=, 1 I I 1 1
]i Zn_erco_nec_s ! I 1 1 1
_1 Outer Cover ! 1 1 1 1
Bac_ C_ver 1 1 1 I 1
(:
0
Z
A - DAs¢clcra_ion 1 _ NO chan_e
B - Broken/£r_c_u:e_ 2 - Slight Chan_e
C - CorrosAon 3 = _o_icable
D • Delamin_ion 4 = Me,eraSe
E - Plo_/mel_ 5 - Severe
00000001-TSF07
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MODULE EXPOSe.RE ..
NoCobook Nu/_m=: 16747-Z Ta.S_ Sico: Enfietd, Ct.
Expo|u_e Condition: OPT-70*C
.. SLze: 5 I./2 t' x 9" 2.,ce_
¢onsc=u¢_£o_: Glass(t1861) IOMA 16717 /CelI J(I18bl)ITedllrlOOBS30WH(68040)
.... Oxpbsuce, Houcs %000 2tOf)O I 3.000 I 4.000 S. O00
Tel: I1/2183 11ZI14{83 1,_24184 13+'7184 41_8/84 S/30/84
Dac_
Rainfall, Znc_m, 8.3S I %8 3.93 ].60
con_on I 1 1 1, .. I
Voltage, Voo
_ I Ct,tz_enc, ZI¢
I Cell Hmcal_zacz_n I 1 1 l 1
_ zacec¢onneccs 1 1 I 1 1
I I ac e_ge: 1 ! 1 ! 1
t _ncecnall_: 1 1 1 _ 1
j outer..... co_.= 1, ] _ ! I
_aack cove= 1 1 !,, ! I
sealan_
GaskQ_
m
Poc_anc 1 I 1 1 1 1
_oc_en:  coppe:l I t I 1 I
;¢_=anc Oelam_nac_oa: I I I 1 1 I
'CelZs + _,mcaiZizacion I I I 1 1Zn_er¢ormec_s I 1 I I I I
Ouue: Cove= 1 I 1 I l
Back _ve= I 1 1 1 1
a_
o
• ,=
A _ Oiscolo=a:ion i - _o cha_ga
• _==ken/fraccu=ed 2 - Slight Change
C u Corrosion 3 - No_ioable
D - DilaminaLion 4 m _ode=a¢_
E w Flaw/mel_ 5 m Seve:e
I I
00000001-TSF08
Pase A-4
,.;:_UL= E.TPOSUR_
NO_QbOOk Number: 16747m4 Tee¢ Site: _nfield_ C_.
Exposure Condition: OPT-?0 °c Size: 5 1/2" x _" 2-ceD
Construction: Glass(liB61) / EVA 14747 /cens(118611 f TedlerZ00BS30_H(68040)
Exposure, flours 1. 000 i 2. 000 3.000 4.000 I 8.000
Test Da=e 111Z/83 lZ114/84 1124184 ! 317/84 4118184 I S/30184
P RainZall, Inches 8.35 1.8 8.93 3.60
Cond_c;on 1 1 1 I I
Voltegew
VO¢ I
U C_LTren_, _ZO
Cell Hetali:et_on ! 1 1 1 1
_ _nter¢onnec=s 1 1 1 1 1
Jl at edge: 1 1 1 1 ;
internally: 1 I 1 I 1 1
Ou=er Cover B B B B 2
_ac_ C_ver I I , 1 1 I
Sealant
_askeu
: Pottan: ! 1 1 1 !
Potuant + Copper 1 1 1 1 1
Poc_anc Deiamination: 1 1 ! 1 1
Cells  t._tall_z_uzcn1 l 1 1
Znter¢onnects I I 1 I 1
=
Outer Cover 1 l 1 1 1
Bec_ Cover 1 1 1 1 I
Gle08
cracked
Z
A - Discoloration 1 - No ¢hanse
B • Broken/!ra¢¢ured 2 - Slight Change
C = Corrosion 3 m Noticable
O - Deleminstion 4 m Moderate
! E m Flow/melt S • Severe
i _ ........... ,, | t
00000001-TSF09
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MOD_LE EXPOSU_,
Notubook Nu,,_be_: 16747ol TOS_ S_o: EnfiSld. Ct.
E_.pos_e Condition: OPT-90 oC Size: 5 !12"x9" Z-ceU
¢onmc_'uo_ion: Glzsa (11861}/ EVA 9918 /Cells(l;_61) /EVA/TOdlLr 200BS30V,'_r -
(68040)
Exposure, Hou=s frO00 _ 2rCOO 3.000 4.000 _.000
m Test Daue 11/2/83 12/14/83 1/24/84 3/?184 41!8/84 5130/84
Ra£nfall, Znc_os 8.35 1.8 3.93 3.60
u _on=ic_on I' Z 1 1 Z . 2
Voltage, VOC
JOel% Moralization 1 ! 1 1 1
1%n_ercon_e¢_s 2 2 2 2 2
I la: 1 , l i ,
I Jin,cernally: CZ C2 C2 C2 ¢2
Outer Cover I 1 1 I I
_a¢_ Cove_ 1 I 1 l I
Sealant
Gasket
_occanc 1 I l 1 l A2,Portent _ Copper A2 A2 E2 E3 E3 A2 E3
Po_=an_ Delam%na_ion: ! 1 1 1 I
Cells _ _=all_zac_on 1 1 I 1 I
Interco,'tnec_s 1 1 1 1 1
Oute_ Cover 1 I I 1 1
Back Cover I 1 I I I
Sligh_ CoPP err;'le Sn -
COlOr nee some1
copper bubbl_s,
Io Color
Z
A - Discoloration I - NO chan_e
B m Broken/f_a=tu:ed 2 - Slight Change
¢ - Cor=oslon 3 - _o_iceble
D _ Delamina_ion 4 m Moderate
E m F!_w/me!_ S _ 8eve:_
I
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MODULE EXPOSUI_
Notebook Number: 1_747-2 Test S£ce:,Enfield, CL
Exposure Condi_ion: OPT-90"C S_ze: 5 I/2" x 9" 2-ceU
Cons_ru¢_ion= Class(II861)/EVA 16718A/ceUs(llB6I)/EVA/Tedlar 200BS30WH-
( 68040
_xposu=e, _ou:s 1, oo0 2.000 3,000 _ 4,000 5.000
_res¢ Da_e 11/Z/83 1ZI14/84 1/Z4/84 3/7/84 4118/B4 S/3p/_
P Rainfall. Zncnes 8,3S 1.8 3.93 3,60
m Cond_£on 1 1 1 1 1
Voltage0
VOC ,.
C_rren_, _8¢
Cell Me_al£za_!on 1 1 1, 1 1
_Zn:e_onnec_a 2 2 AZ A2 A2
a= edge: I I I I |
£nue:naily: C2 C2 C2 C2 C2
Outer Cover ] 1 ] I 1
iBac_ Cove= ! I I I I
iseaian_
I_&_ke_ ,!
: PotCant I 1 1 I I
•_ Po=_ah= _ Copper 1 I I I
m Cells a _all1:a%_oo¢ ' I I I 1 1
_ Znterconnec_s 1 | I 1 I 1
Ou=er Cove: I I I 1 1 I
• eck Cove: I I J I 1 I
o
z
A - Discoloration _ - No change
B - _:oken/f:ec_u:e_ 2 - Sllgh¢ Change
C m Corrosion 3 _ No_icable
D _ Dalamina_ion 4 _ Moderate
E - Plow/melt S - Seva:e
1
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_OD_LZ _XPOSUR_
NoaebooM Number1 16747-3 TeI_ S!ae: Enfleld. C_
Expos;st ¢ondi_Aon: OPT-90*C Si=ez 3 Y/2*'x 9" 2-ceH
tone,sue=ion: Glaos(11861) /_ 16717 /CeIIo(l1861)/TedlLrZOOBS30"V_[(68040)
Exposu=e, fiouss 1.000 2.000 3,000 4,000 S,000
m TeI_ Da_e 11/2/83 12114/83 i/24/84 3/?/84 4/18/84 S/30/84
Rainfall, Znc_es I 8.35 1.8 3.93 3.60
m Con_&_on I l I 1 1
Voltage, VOC
Cell Me_aZ2za_on I I I I I
,m
_ Z_eE¢OHHeC_I I 1 l 1 I
la=*de.: I l i I I
Itn_esnali¥: I 1 1 I I
ou_es coves I _ I 1 I I
SacR Cove_ I I 1 I I
-Seaian_
Gesko_
1 -,
Po_=an= 1 I I I 1 I• an_ C0ppe_ I 1 1
I
I I I I 1
_o_an_ DelamAna_on:
Cells + Me_alliza_Aon I I 1 1 t 1
interconnects I l I I I I
i' Ou_es Coves 1 1 I 1 1 I
i_ae_ ¢ove_ 1 1 I I I t, I
O
4_
A - Discoloration i - _o change
a • 3Eoken/f:a¢_u_ed 2 - Sli_h_ ChAnge
C o COE_OIIOH 3 m Noticable
O m Delamina_ion 4 _ Mo_eEa_e
E - Fl_w/mel_ S - Seve=e
I
O0000001-TSF12
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MODUT_E _XPOS UP._
No'_abook Number: 16747-44 ...___ Tes_ Si_e: Knfleld Ct.
_-z.pQsure Con,.i'll.on: OPT-9 0°C
--------------- S_.=a; 5 1 12" x 9" 2-cell
ConsC.'uc'.ion: Glass(lie61) / EVA 14747 /cOlls(11861) I Tedl&rZ00_S30%VH(68040)
. Ezposuze, ,_°u_s,, I, 000 Z, 000 ,. 3, 0_00 4,000 S, 000
= Tes= Da:e 1112183 IZI|4184 I124184 317184 4118/84 S130184
Rainfall', Zncnes 8.3S 1.8 . 3.93 3.60
,I 1 ,1,
vol_age,' Voc
C%LTren_, 7.SC
Cell .Mecali:a _':.cn 1 1 1 1 i 1
Zncerc:_nnec'_s Z Z 2 2 2
I a'. e_ge: 1 1 C3 C3 C3
= IAn_a_na!Ay: C2 C2 _Z (_;_ C2
Ou*.lt: Cover B B B B B
Bec_ C_ve= I I I 1 I
$ealan'.,
L_as_ec
Po_'_an= 1 i 1 1 ASPoeT.ant "_ Coppe= . 1 ,' I I 1, ,%Z
P_T.'_anc Delam_nac_on: 1 "J_ 1 l 1 DZ
_@lls • Me_elllzac_
_ z n =e :cO_ec_s[ 0_e= COVe_ " 1 1] I} 1] 1l 1l
J_a:)_ Cover ! 1 I I ! 1
See-
Gismo Imzll
_'rec_ured bubbl*t
i
A m Discolora%io_ I • NO chen_o
B _ 2token/fractured 2 • Sll_hc Chanqe
C • C¢:rosiOn 3 m No_£cable
D • De!amlne_ion 4 - MOderate
E m Flow/mel_ _ m Severe
| I
00000001-TSF13
.oz rJL! xpasc
Note_oQk N_e_: _674?-1 TeN_. _Ji_t: EnfleLd, C_, ....
_Xl_aux'm CondA_Aanz OPT-I09eC SA:el 5 l/g''' x 9" 2-cell
_ ..L
Cane_=_c4=:Lons Glares L)/ EVA 9918 ICmIIm(II86I) /EVA/Tedla_ ;_00_S:30','4"H.
--, - ±_
.- ;_kpo-,u=m, llbu:cU ,1_ 00O 2. 000 3r 000 4. 000 , ' 5. 000
m Tes_&_:e 11/2/83 12/14184 1/Z4/84 3/7/84 4118184. _;/3o1_4
R_nl_,--Zh=he_ 8.35 I. 8 l. 93 3.60
a ConCAve.on 1 1 2 4
VO.l._ag,-,; Vo(:
(:t.l.E_er_,-..,, Z|C
, I .
¢ell Hel:al_.zac:.on i 1 ! ] 1
Xn=e=_-on.nec_e 1 I .... 1 1 1
° L" e_ge: 1 1 ) i l
_" £n_eznalJ.1,:| , .,. 1 t I 1 !
Ou_e= Cover 1 , . | ] B B
Bac_ COva= I t 1 ! 1
Sea.l.an ,_.
G&s_e_
, ,in
Po::a.,tT. 1 l l A2 A4==anl_-_'Coppe_ A3 E A5 E4 A_ E5 A5 ES A5 E5
_o_an= Del_&n_; 1::,on: I I I I. D3
i(;a.Lls 4. _:aAIAza=_.on !
"_n_:e:c=nnec=8 _ t ! A_
I , , 1 1 1 l A")
LOu=e=cove= 1 i
_acK Cove_ t D4 D4 ;'5 D5 "_'SDS
_0 laO
k_O_
A - Oiscolo_aeion I ,- No chanqe
B m 3Eoken/f.-ac_.u.-ad 2 ,_Sligh_ Change
C - Cor.-oslon 3 _ No_ica_,le
D ,,Delaunine_ion 4 - Hode=a_e
E m Flow/mel_ 3 ,_Seveue
mll
O0000001-TSF14
gc
A - Dis¢clcr8;ion I - NO change
3 - 3rDkan/f=sc_u:ed 2 - Sllgh= Change
C m Co:=osi¢n 3 - No_iceble
D m D&!_ine_Ion 4 - Mode:a_e
Z - _low'mel_ S " Severe
00000001-TSG01
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NQ_QGok Ntcl_m_: 16747-$ Tel_ Sills Enfold, Ct.
r.xpaau=, Cond#.C_ons OPT-lOS_C S_ze: ,S 1/2," x ?" 2-c*U
¢onn_=uc_lon: GIaso(II861) /£Iv_ 16717 /CeUs(II861)/TedlLr200BS]0W'H(66040)
. _x_su_e,_o.=, 1.ooo.I s,oQoI s.ooo I 4.Ooo 5.ooo
Ten= Dmce 11/Z/83 112/14/e311/24/84 t3/?/84 ,4/15/94 s/30/s4
;%ll%_&ll, %fl_el 8.35 1.8 3.93 3,60
c_ncu.=;on t 1 1 I 1
VQI_&ge, Vo_
¢e11 Meca1_:_c_on t ,_ t t 1 1
m q_e_onnoc_s
_] 1 I ! I l !
e=eese: 1 i I I "l 1 I 1
Lnc,e:nall¥: I 1 1 1 I
Ou:e: Cove_ 1 t 1 _ ,B
BaCK CDveE I I _ ! _ !
So&lane I }
°"*" 1 1i al
_==:an: _ Co_pe_ I A2 _ J A2 A4
Pa==_= De_nac_on: 1 _ 1 1 D)
-- COALS • _cail_zac_=n
Z_ce_c_n_ec_e I 1 1 I ,1
ouce_ Cove= 1 t. 1 I _ 1
aa¢_ Cove: ,-- 1 I ! t | _ l
_.,, _
r&c_red _o:_
A - _scolo=a_ion i " NO _han_
m 3:_k_n/f=a¢=u:ed 2 - $!Igh_ Change
¢ • Co:=_s£Qn 3 m N_lua_le
D - Del_i=t_ion 4 m _o_aEa:o
I E _ FZow/mel= 5 - Seve:e
¢
?
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Pllgm A-12
MODULE £XPOSU?,_
No_IbOOk N_'qbl£: 16747-4 , TeS_ Si_e: En_le|drCt.
Exposure Con_£_.on: OI_T-_0S*C Sizt= E 1/2" x 9" 2-=eI_
Conm_Tuc_Lon: Glasl(l1861) / EVA 14"/47 /ceLts(liB61) / TedlL:200BS30_H(68040)
, Exposu-e. Hours 1. 000 Z. 000 3. 000 4.000 _.. 000
m Tes_, Da=e 11/2183 112114184 I 1124184 I 317/84 41|Bt84 S/30/84
_" Ra;n'_all, _.n¢:ll ( 8.35 1.8 ._.gz 3.60
m Con_=:.on ! 1 1 a
• _ Vol=nfe, VO¢
iii
m _ -=nu.=:=rme=ul, 2 C2 C2 C3 ,, _3
": 1 1 I A3 t .,,i I _n=e=n_: cz c_ , cz C3 c3
ouce= C=ve= I t B I B
Ba.,"_ CovQz l ] ] 1 ]
_:ea_.ancas o'_ I
| {, l l A$ A4
i
O • . , i ,ml
Pou_an_ '_-Coppe." I AZ A2 AZ I AS
= . I I 1 -- I I
_-1 .ells _vsec_.Zl._:ac*..on I 1 1 _ 1
,,_ znce:=onne=_s I ! I ! l t
# Ou.m." Cov_ 1 I | I 1 1
_m
ac_re_
4_
A ,- Dis_.olara_ion 1 m Nc ch&nSe
t_ m B=oke._/f=tc_u-"e_ 2 - SI£sh= Chan.u_
C m Coz=osion :3 m No_._.¢able
D ,", Delami_a_ion 4 ,sMo_e=_,_l
E a, Flow/_,'I_ S m Slvll._ll
00000001-TSG03
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J.984
SOLAR CELL MODULE FABRICATION BY THE "SPLIT PROCESS
OPERATIONS
L .
I. Receive release film in rolls 26 or 50" wide.
2. Receive subs_ate panol8, 24" X 48", ribbed back, stacked o,, pallets.
3. Receive Craneglaa 230 _t sheet _- rolls, 24 Or 48" wide.
4. Receive Epon 828 epoxy resin in t nk tEu_.
5. Receive Versamid polyamide resin in tank tnlck.
6. Receive solar cell unbacked modules, 24"x 48", stacked on pallets.
7. Transfer Epon 828 to epoxy resin storage tank.
8. Transfer Versan_d _ polyamlde resin stor_tge tank.
9. Transfer release film rolls to stack station 2.
10. Transfer reusable spacer panel pallets to stack station 3.
II. Transfer substrata panel pallets to stack station 4.
12. Transfer Cranegl_s 230 rolls to stack station 5.
13. Automatically pump Epon 828 from storage tank to machine supply tank at
stack station 6 as needed.
14. Automatically pump Versamid from storage tank to machine supply tank at stack
station 6 as needed.
15. Transfer solar cell unbacked module palle_s to stack s_ation 7.
16. Load release film roll on unwind stand at stack station 2 after removing
previous roll core.
17. Load pallet stack of reusable spacer panels on unloa_ stand at stack
sta_on 3 after removing previous emptied pallet.
18. Load pallet stack of substrata panels on unload stand at stack station 4
after removing previous emptied pellet.
19. Load Craneglas 230 roll on un_.nd stand at stack station 5 after _emoving
previous roll core.
20. Load pallet stack of solar cell unbacked modules on unload stand at stauk
station 7 after E,moving previous emptied pallet.
21. Load empty, clean wheeled stack rac!_ on empty rack clamp a_ station I o£
olrcular 8 station etac_ing machine and lock rack to clamp.
00000001-TSG04
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22. Advance stack rack in rack clamp to s_ation 2 and index.
23. At e*._stion 2, automatically cut a 26" x 50" sheet of release film and
automntic&lly index and place it on the stack rack.
24. Advance stack rack in rack clamp to station 3 and index.
25. At station 3, automatically take one reusable spacer panel from the
panel stack and autoz_atically index and place it on _e stack rack on
top of _he release film, aligning one edge and one end with one edge and
one end of the release film.
26. Advance stack rack in rack clamp to station 4 and index.
27. At station 4, automatically take one 24 " x 48" substrata panel, ribber
side down, from the panel stack and automatically index and place it on
the stack rack on top of the spacer panel, aligning one edge and _ne e_d
with corresponding edges and ends of other stack components.
28. Advance stack rack in rack clamp to station 5 and index.
29. At station 5, auto_atically cut a 24" x 48" sheet of Craneglas 230, and
eutomtically index and place it on the stack rack On top of the substrata
panel, aligning one edge and one end with correeponding edges and ends
of other stack components.
30. Advance stack rack in rack clamp to station 5 and index.
31. At station 6, automatically measure, mix and dispense Epon 828/Versamid
r_sin mixture onto the Craneglas 230 surface in a preprogramed pattern.
32. Advance stack rack in rack clamp to station 7 and index.
33. _ s_ation 7, automatically take one 24" x 48" solar cell unbacked module,
cell s_de up, from the module stack and automatically index and place it on
the stack rack on top of the res_z_-impregneted Craneglas, aligning one edge
and one end with corresponding edges and ends of other stack components.
34. Advance stack rack in rack clamp to station 8 and index.
35. If stack rack contains fewer than 20 assemblies, advance stack rack in
rack clamp to station 1 and repean steps 22 through 34.
30. If stack rack contains 20 assemblies, unlock fully loaded wheeled s_ack
rack from =lamp and roll rack off stacking machine.
II
00000001-TSG05
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37. Piece a £aw 24 n x 48" x 20 lh fat she@_ panels on top of 1=ha panel
assomblias in the reck.
38. Roll _ rack to a holding eros and allow the panel assemblies to stand
in the rack at room temperature for a minimum of four hours Co allow the
Epon $28/Versamld resin adhesive mixture to harden.
39. Remove the 24" x 48" x 20 lb flat sheet panels from the rack and return
them to the vicinity of station 8 o£ the stacking machlne.
40. Remove each solar cell assembly in turn from the reck.
41. Remove and discard the parting film.
42. Separate the reusable spacer panel and stack on a pallet for return to
stack station 3.
43. Clean, t._mm, and inspect each solar cell assembly.
44. Pack each solar cell assembly in a corrugated shipping carton.
45. Convey _he packaged solar cell assembly to a warehouse or shipping area.
46. Clean the stack rack and return it to station _ of the stacklng machine.
!i
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PRODUCTION FLOW C_IART
SOLA_ &'ELL MODULE FA_RZCATZON DY _IE "SFLIT" PROCESS
00000001-TSG07
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PROCESS COST ESTIMATE (1984 E_cimaCmd Costs)
SOLAR CELL MODULE FABRZCATION BY THE "SPLIT" PROCESS
OUTPUT 50 MIL_ON SQ. FT./YR.
$ per $ _r
Annuals M_dule _ %
Variable
Dira=t labor 2,583.000 0.4133 0.0517 23.10
Fringes on d_rect labor, 30% 774,900 0.1240 0.0155 6.93
Utilities 1,562,500 0.2500 0.0313 13.97
Freight in and o_t 375,000 0.0600 0.0075 3.35
Packaging 156,300 0.0250 0.0031 1.40
Maintenance supplies,
1% of 17,688,300 176,900 0.0283 0.0035 1.58
Maintenance labor,
I% of 17,688,300 176,900 0.0283 0.0035 1.58
O_her supplies 312,500 0.0500 0.0063 2.79
By-products oredits ............
6,118,000 0.9789 0.1224 54.70
Fixed
Indirect labor,
0.6 x direct labor 1,549,800 0.2480 0.0310 13.86
Fringes on indirect labor, 30% 464,900 0.0744 0.0093 4.18
Depreciation 2,156,700 0.3467 0.0433 19.37
Insurance and taxes,
3% of 17,688,300 530,500 0.0849 0.0106 4.74
Maintenance supplies,
I% of 17,888,300 176,900 0.0283 0.0035 1.58
Maintenance labor,
i% of 17,888,300 176,900 0.0283 0_.003___5 1.5__8
5,065,800 0.8105 0.1013 45.30
Manufacturing cost* 11,183,800 1.7894 0.2237 100.00
Working capital • $411,900
ROZ before tax at 20% of
17,688,300 + 411,900 3,820,000 0.5792 0.0724
Manufacturing :')st  ROI*14,803,800 2.3686 0.2961
Cagita_IEu_ent__nd 8uildin_ Lif_ Annual De,isolation
$ 800,000 3 yrs $ 266,700
11,368,300 7 yrs 1,624,000
5,520,000 20 yrs 276,000
$17,888,300 $2,1_6_700
•BasQd on lists_ manufact'_ring cost elements only. Does not in_Ivde materials.
mm
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PROCESS COST ESTIMATE (1980 Estimuted Costs)
SOLAR CELL MODULE FABRICATXON BY THE "SPLIT" PROCESS
OUTPUT 50 M_LLION SQ. FT./YR.
$ pQr $ per
OperaCing Costs Annual $ Module _ %
Variable
Direc_ labor 2,097,900 0.3357 0.0420 23.90
Fringes on dlrect labor, 30% 629,400 0.1007 0.0126 7.17
Utilities 1,250,000 0.2000 0.0250 14.24
Freight in and out 312,500 0.0500 0.0063 3.56
Packaging 125,000 0.0200 0.0025 1.42
Maln_enancs supplies,
1% ef 12,897,400 129,000 0.0206 0.0026 1.47
Maintenanoe labor,
1% of 12,897,400 129,000 0.0206 0.0026 1.47
Other supplies 250,000 0.0400 0.0050 2.85
By-products credits ............
4,922,800 0.7876 0.0985 56.09
Fixed
Indirect labor,
0.6 x direct labor 1,258,700 0.2014 0.0252 14.34
?tinges on indirect labor, 30% _77,600 0.0604 0.0076 4.30
Depreciation 1,572,300 0.2516 0.0314 17.92
Insurance and taxes,
3% of _2,897,400 386,900 0.0619 0.0077 4.41
Maintenance supplies,
1% of 12,897,400 129,00_ 0_0205 0.0026 1.47
Maintenance labor,
1% of 12,897,400 129,000 0.0206 0.0026 1.47
3,853,500 0.6166 0.0771 43.91
Manufacturing cost* 8,776,300 1.4042 0.1755 ibO.00
Working capital* $323,200
ROI before tax at 20% of
12,897,400  323,2002,644,100 0.4231 0.0529
Manufauturing cost  ROI*11,420,400 1.8273 0.2284
CapitelE_ui_ment and Buildings Lif.._e Annual Depreciation
$ 600,000 3 yra $ 200,000
8,157,400 7 yrs 1,165,30C
4,140,000 20 yrs 207,00__0
$12,897,400 $1,572,300
*Based on listed manufacturing cost el_ents only. Does not include materials.
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Time.
minutee _o
I0
1
40 50 60 70 80 90 100 120 140 160 180 200
150
Temperature,'C
(A) "Luperso[" tot pefoxidet 5-Oimethyl-20J-di(t=butyl peJ'oxy) hexane
(B) "tuperso[" TBEC peroxide; OO-t-but?l O-(2-ethy| hexyl) monop=roxy carbonate
$ource: Pennwalt Corpora¢ion, LucidoZDivision, 5ulfalo, New York
L .....
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Fiqu_e 2
Tempe_ure-Px_ssure S_hedule
TEMPERATURE
150
=
>:
u t,,-
•--- 0
• 120 ,," ......
= !
'°1 I
I / =
I I <
B0 I 20 >
I
I
JM /
30 "_ , 30
_o 20 30 50 &/
2, INITIATE TIME. rain 4. REMOVE 5. REMOVI_ MODULE
HEATING FrXTURE . FROM
3. PRESSURIZE FROM VACUUM-BAG
1, LOAD UPPER HEATED FIXTURE
ASSEMBLY, CAVITY PRESS
PULL
VACUUM
STEPS:
1. LOAD PRE.=.SSEMBLEDMODULE INTO VACUUM-BAG FIXTURE AND PUMP
BOTH CAVITIES DOWN TO 30 in. Hg FOR AT LEAST 5 rain.
2, LOAD FIXTURE INTO PREHEATEI) PLATEN PRESS TO HEAT AT
APPROXIMATE RATE OF 4rC/m,, I_OTH CAVITIES ARE KEPT UNDER FULL
VACUUM.
3. AT A TEMPERATURE OF 120°C. THE PRESSURE OF THE UPPER CAVITY IS
GRADUALLY INCREASED TO ROOM PRESSURE OVER AN 8 TO 10-rain
PERIOD.
4. THE FIXTURE IS LEFT IN THE PRESS FOR 10 rain AFTER REACHING A
TEMPERATURE OF 15O°C. THEN REMOVED WITH THE LOWER CAVITY
STILL UNDER VACUUM.
5. THE MODULE CAN BE REMOVED FROM THE VACUUM-BAG FIXTURE AFTER
COOLING FOR/;,BOUT 10 TO 15 min.
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